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MARK NAOUMIDES
It has become an axiom of modern scholarship that a thorough investiga-
tion into the history of the transmission is a necessary prerequisite for a
truly critical edition of a text. The present study will, it is hoped, illustrate
this point adequately. For although A. B. Drachmann's Uberlieferung des
Cyrillglossars^ was a pioneer work for the manuscript tradition of St. Cyril's
Lexicon, it fell short of the basic goal ofany such study : that ofdetermining
as closely as possible the history of the transmission and of setting forth,
as clearly and indisputably as possible, the method of a future edition.
Drachmann's work suffers primarily from his predilection for old manu-
scripts^ and arbitrary elimination ofmany good witnesses of the tradition;
from lack of clear and rigorous criteria in determining relationship of mss.,
families, and recensions; and to a lesser degree from an apparent hopeless-
ness, shared by many others before and after him, when confronted with
the almost infinite variations which the mss. present. It is hoped that the
present study, a part of a general investigation into all known mss. of the
Lexicon, will afford a better and more secure basis for the solution of the
problem of relationship of the mss., and eventually of the extant recen-
sions. The conclusions arrived at are based on (a) an exhaustive codico-
logical study of all the witnesses of our tradition, however late; and (b) a
minute analysis of Stichproben taken from three different parts of the
Lexicon {6, $, x)- Because of space limitations, some details have been
deliberately omitted. I reserve them for my forthcoming study of the
entire tradition.
1 Det Kgl. Danske Videnskabernes Selskab. Historisk-filologiske Meddelelser. XXI.5
(Copenhagen, 1936), henceforth referred to simply as Drachmann.
2 Drachmann also had the tendency to misdate some of his mss. Thus he assigned F
to the X s. and J (dated in the year 131 7) to the XI-XII s. Conversely he dated S (a
ms. written ca. 1000) in the XIII s.
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B = Vatican, Bibl. Apost. Vaticana, gr. 2130. Vellum, 276 (-280) x
216 mm., vii + 285 fols.'* Early XII s. Contents a'^-d^, description
of contents by Jo. Pastritius^ in 1694; f-g, two letters (dated 6 and
27 April 1688) on the sale of the ms. by a certain Antonio Bulifone
to Mons. Giovanni Ciampini;^ i'"-i54'", St. Cyril's lexicon; 154''-,
218^, 236'*^-256'", minor lexica;'^ 2i9'"-236^, metrologica; 256-278^,
282^-285^, Theodosius Grammaticus, Commentary on canons
(hymns) ;8 279'"-282^, treatise on breathing marks. The codex
3 Besides abbreviated reference to Drachmann's Uberlieferung, the following abbrevia-
tions have been adopted: Benediktsson = J. Benediktsson, "Ein friihbyzantinisches
Bibellexikon A4^€is rrjs 'OKTarevxov," Classica et Mediaevalia i, 1938, 243-280. Canart-
Peri = P. Canart-V. Peri, Sussidi bibliografici per i manoscritti greci della Biblioteca Vaticana,
Studi e Testi, 261, Vatican City, 1970. Latte = Hesychii Alexandrini Lexicon recensuit
K. Latte, vol. I (Copenhagen, 1953). Naoumides, "Symmeikta" = M. Naoumides,
"UvfifMeiKTu UaXaioypaifuKd," EHBS 39-40 (1972-1973), 380-383. Naoumides, Rhet.
Lex. = M. Naoumides, 'P-qropiKal Ae^eis {"Adr/va" 2eipa Aiarpi^wv kuI MeXeTrjfiaTwv,
20) Athens, 1975. Pertusi, Leonzio Pilato = A. Pertusi, Leonzio Pilatofra Petrarca e Boccaccio
("Civilta Veneziana," Studi, 16), Venice-Rome, 1964. Pertusi, "Aspetti organizza-
tivi" = A. Pertusi, "Aspetti organizzativi e culturali dell'ambiente monacale greco dell'
Italia meridionale," Veremitismo in Occidente net secoli XI e XII, Problemi e ricerche ("Atti
della seconda settimana internazionale di studio: Mendola, 30 agosto-6 settembre
1962" = "Miscellanea del Centro di Studi Medioevali," IV), Milan, 1965, 382-426.
Vogel-Gardthausen = M. Vogel-V. Gardthausen, Die griechischen Schreiber des Mittel-
arters und der Rennaissance ("Beiheft zum Zentralblatt fiir Bibliothekswesen," XXXIII),
Leipzig, 1909. The authors of manuscript catalogues have been referred to by name only
(in parentheses after the call-number of each ms.). For full references the reader should
consult M. Richard, Repertoire des bibliotheques et des catalogues de manuscrits grecs ("Publica-
tions de ITnstitut de Recherche et d'Histoire des Textes," I), Paris, 19582, and Supplement I
{1958-1963), Paris, 1964.
^ The last seven folios (paper, XV s.) were added to replace the missing end of the
volume. Two folios are missing from the main body of the ms., one after fol. 7 (the last of
quire a, replaced with a seemingly blank vellum leaf), and one between 199-200 (the
last of quire Ke) . The last two quires have been bound in reverse order and some of their
leaves are misplaced, the proper order being 261-263, 272-276, 264, 277, 278, 265-271.
5 Giov. Pastrizio (f 1708), Theology Lecturer in the Collegio Urbano de Propaganda
Fide. Autobiographical notes and lists of his books have been preserved in the following
mss. of the Vatican Library: Borg. lat. 62, 475, 480, 746.
6 On G. Ciampini, cf. I. Dujcev, "Uno studio inedito di Mons. G. G. Ciampini sul
Papa Formoso," Archivio della reale deputatione romana di storia patria 59, 1936, 137 ff., and
the bibliography cited there.
7 On these minor lexica which in our mss. commonly follow St. Cyril's Lexicon
cf. Drachmann, 53-58. See also my edition of the 'PrjTopiKal Ae^eis (above, note 3), 26 f.
8 On Theodosius Grammaticus and his Commentary cf. A. Kominis, Gregorio Pardos,
Metropolita di Corinto e la sua opera ("Testi e Studi Bizantino-Neoellenici," II) Rome-
Athens, i960, 100-103.
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bears numerous marginal notes in the Sicilian dialect, ' but written
in Greek characters, which together with the inclusion among the
lexica minora of a lexicon to the life of St. Elias the Younger,
testify to the S. Italian—Sicilian origin of this ms. Fols. i'" and 285^
bear the ex-libris of Jeronimo Zurita.^o Schow and Schmidt refer
to it as "codex Caitani Marini".ii For pertinent bibliography cf.
Canart-Peri, 687; Naoumides, "Symmeikta," 374; Rhet. Lex., 9-1 1.
Ba = Eton College, cod. 86 (formerly Bk. 6.13; cf James, p. 29). Paper,
270 X 197 mm., ii + 97 fols. (unnumbered). Contents: St. Cyril's
lexicon. According to a note on one of the fly leaves this codex was
copied in 1689 (not in 1679, as James has it), "ex codice ms.*° in
Bibliotheca I ll^^et Rev™^D(omi)niJoannis Ciampini Romae . . ."
An even cursory comparison with B plainly confirms this. It is
noteworthy that the original fol. 8 was already missing from B when
the copy was made. The ms. once belonged to E. Betham who
donated it to Eton College in 1775.^^
C = Grottaferrata, ms. Z. a, XXX (Rocchi, 458-459). Vellum of very
poor quality, 200 x 160 mm., 115 fols.i^ Early XII s.i"* Contents:
I '-70'', St. Cyril's lexicon with the beginning missing; 7o''-end,
minor lexica and metrologica, as in B. Illumination and extensive
9 Specimens from fols. 4 and 5 have been published by S. Frasca, "Glosse siciliane in
scrittura greca," Bollettino del Centra di Studi Filologici e Linguistici Siciliani 3, 1955, 314-316;
and from fol. sSs*" by S. G. Mercati, "Intorno al titolo di lessici di Suida-Suda e di Papia,"
Byzantion 25-26-27 (1955-1956-1957), 179-180 (= Atti delta Accademia Nazionale dei
Lincei, anno 357 [i960], Classe di Scienze morali storiche e filologiche, Memorie, ser. VIII,
vol. X, fasc. I, p. 10).
10 "Hie. Surite". On the library of the famous Spanish historian Jeronimo de Zurita y
Castro, cf. Ch. Graux, Essai sur les origines du fonds grec de VEscurial ("Ecole des Hautes
Etudes," fasc. 46), Paris, 1880, 56-58, 331-339, 346-351 (no mention of our ms.).
11 On Gaetano Marini, First Custodian of the Vatican Library and Prefect of the
Vatican Archives, cf. C. Frati, Dizionario bio-bibliografico dei bibliotecari e bibliofili Italiani
("Biblioteca di Bibliografia Italiana," XIII), Florence, 1933, 334; G. Mercati, Note per
la storia di alcune biblioteche Romane nei secoli XVI-XIX ("Studi e Testi," 164) Vatican City,
1952, pp. 46; 55 n. 2; 8i; 105; III; 134 n. 3; 177 n. 4.
12 I am grateful to Mr. P. L. Strong, Keeper of the Eton College Library and Collec-
tions, for sending me a copy of the above note and for informing me that the donor's
note is by the hand ofBetham himself.
13 Fols. 2 and 3 have erroneously been bound there in place of some of the missing
leaves of the quire, which was the second of the original volume. One folio is missing
between fols. 38-39, with the beginning of the A-section. Only one folio remains from the
last preserved quire. Fols. 36-38 have been bound upside down and in reverse order.
l** Rocchi erroneously dated the ms. in the year 991. On the date of the vi archetype
cf. below.
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use of green and yellow ink wash over initials and titles betray
S. Italian provenance. The ms. bears corrections by a later hand.
Bibliography: A. Rocchi, De Coenobio Cryptoferratensi eiusque biblio-
theca et codicibus praesertim Graecis commentarii (Tusculi, 1893), 280;
O. Viedebannt, Quaestiones Epiphanianae metrologicae et criticae
(Leipzig, 191 1), 46; S. G. Mercati, "Note critiche 9: Giambi con
quadruplice acrostico dell' imperatore Basilio," Studi Bizantini e
Neoellenici 3, 1931, 294-295; Drachmann, 9 f. ; Benediktsson, 247;
Naoumides, "Symmeikta," 375; Rhet. Lex. 11.
F = Florence, Bibl. Laurenz., plut. 57.42 (Bandini, II, 418-421). Vel-
lum, 240 X 195 mm., 203 fols.,15 c. 1123 (cf. Easter tables in i6i',
beg. with the year 6631 a.m.). Contents: i'"-ii4^, St. Cyril's
lexicon with the beginning missing; Ii5'"-i69^, 201^-end, minor
lexica and metrologica; 169^-200'^. Theodosius, Commentary on
the canons (cf. B). Bibliography: G. Vitelli, "Spicilegio Fioren-
tino," Museo Italiano di Antichitd Classica 1, 1885, 159; P. Egenolff,
Die orthoepischen Stiicke der hyzantinischen Litteratur ("Wiss. Beilage
z. d. Progr. d. gr. Gymn. Mannheim"), Leipzig, 1887, 41; O.
Viedebannt, op. cit., 46 f. ; Drachmann, 10; G. Sola, Studi Bizantini
e Neoellenici 5, 1939, 318; A. Kominis, op. cit. (above, note 8) 100,
102 (the ms. is referred to as plut. LVI. 42, presumably a typo-
graphical error) ; Naoumides, "Symmeikta," 374; Rhet. Lex., 11 f.
G = Cephallenia, Movr] 'Ay. FepaaifMov, No. 3 (Lambros, 389). Vellum,
230 X 188 (-190) mm., 106 fols.i6 Early XII s., by a hand closely
resembling that of F and H. Contents: 1^-75'', St. Cyril's lexicon
with the beginning missing; 75*"-end, minor lexica. In the margins
and the last two fols. there are several signatures, some ofwhom at
least may have been past owners or may have been affiliated with
monasteries which possessed the ms. Some of the surnames are
clearly Cephallenian. Bibliography: Drachmann, 8 f. ; Benedikts-
son, 247; Naoumides, "Symmeikta," 374; Rhet. Lex., 12.
H = Oxford, Bodl. Libr., Holkham gr. 112 (formerly Holkham 289, cf.
de Ricci, 23, Barbour, 612 f.). Vellum, 250 x 187 mm., ii + 236
15 The first and last folios of quire a are missing. Also one folio between 54-55, another
between 6o-€i (the first and last of qxiire rj); two between 139-140 (the last of quire t^
and the first of tfl), four between 140-141 (i.e., from the middle of quire id), eight between
149-150 (the last of K and the first seven of jca), four between 152-153 (middle of /cj3),
one between 162-163, and another between 168-169 (first and last of kS). The last
preserved quire {k6) has at present only three fols. but no visible lacuna.
16 The first three quires and an undetermined number from the end are missing.
The last two fols. are mere fly leaves.
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fols.i'' Written between iioo and 1123,^^ possibly 8ia x"/>os'
K(t}v{aTa)vT{Lvov) Trpeal^vrepov] (cf. fol. 230'"). ^^ Contents: l''-Il8^,
St. Cyril's lexicon; iig'^-iSs^, 184^-196^, 225^-230'' minor lexica
and metrologica ; 184''"'*', Easter Tables (1355-1408); i96''-225'",
Theodosius, Commentary on the canons (cf. above, B) ; 230^-231'",
Interpretation of the Lord's Prayer; 232''-end, Easter Tables of
1409-1492, written by a XIV s. hand. Former owners: A. E.
Seidel, Thomas W. Coke, Earl of Leicester, and his heirs. Biblio-
graphy: W. Roscoe, "Some Account of the Manuscript Library at
Holkham, in Norfolk . . . ," Transactions of the Royal Society of
Literature 2, 1834, 362 f. ; R. Forster, "Handschriften in Holkham,"
Philologus, 42, 1884, 161; H. Schenkl, Bibliotheca Patrum Latinorum
Britannica ("Sitzb. Akad. Wien, Philos.-hist. Classe," 133.7), ^o;
C. W. James, "Some Notes Upon the Manuscript Library at
Holkham," The Library, Fourth Series, 2, 1921-1922, 225 f.
;
Drachmann, 8; Benediktsson, 247; M. Naoumides, op. cit. (above,
note 17), "Symmeikta," 374; Rhet. Lex., 12 f.
I = Mt. Athos, M. MeytoTTjs Aavpas 74 (Spyridon Lavriotes-Eustra-
tiades, p. 229, No. 1361). Paper, 26 x 17 cm., 238 fols., XVII s.
Contents: i''-i27'', St. Cyril's lexicon; 128''- 180^, grammaticalia
i8i''-end, minor lexica.
J = Rome, Bibl. Vallicelliana, E 37 (Martini, II, 1 13-1 16, No. 71). The
volume consists of three separate parts (1-91,20 92-127, 128-153),
of which only the first part interests us here. Paper (Western),
290 X 2l5mm.2i Written Bloc ^^ipos . . . -neTpov TovaKdv[ov) in
131 7 (cf. fol. 91^). Contents: i^-GG'', St. Cyril's lexicon; 66''-89^
91^, minor lexica; 90''-9 1 "^ dodecasyllables attributed to St. Gregory
of Nazianzus, Isidore, Arsenius. For Bibliography cf A. Turyn,
Dated Greek Manuscripts of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries in the
Libraries of Italy (Urbana, Illinois, 1972), pp. 129 f. and PI. loi;
Naoumides, Rhet. Lex., 13 f.
17 Four leaves have been cut off between fols. 183-184 containing, as it appears,
Easter Tables to the year 6862 (= 1354); cf. my article "The Date, Scribe and Pro-
venience of Cod. Holkham Gr. 112 (olim 298)", Scriptorium 28, 1974, 65-68.
18 I.e., between the date of the archetype and that of F, an apograph ofH (cf. below).
19 Miss Barbour, however, considers fols. 229-230 as written by another hand. In my
opinion the difference in appearance between the two "hands" is due to the poor quality
of the vellum of fols. 229-230 and to the fact that they are badly wrinkled. See also my
article cited above (note 17).
20 Actually 92, since there are two folios numbered 5 (i.e., 5 and 5*"^).
21 Some leaves of quire e have been bound in wrong order, the proper order being 32,
34. 35. 33. 38, 36, 37, 39-
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K = Paris, Bibl. Nat., suppl. grec 1146 (Omont, III, 387; Astruc
—
Concasty, 294-296). Paper, 199 x 145 mm., 189 fols.22 Written in
Jerusalem in 1562 (of. fol. ij^^). Contents: i^~'^, didactic verses
mixed with prose in vulgar Greek, written by a XVII s. hand
(probably that of Christopher Strogia, according to Concasty)
;
2''-34'',
€piJ,7)v€La of three canons by St. John of Damascus; 35''-8i^,
minor lexica; 82'"-i75'", St. Cyril's lexicon; ^3 175^-181^, Dionysius
Thrax, Ars grammatica; i82''-i87^, lexicographical excerpts. Former
owners: Hieromonk Dionysius, hieromonk Christopher Strogia of
Corfou (cf fol. 26^), the deacon Daniel, son of Nicholas, also of
Corfou (fol. 188''), hieromonk Dionysius of Crete (1782; cf fol.
187^). It was bought by Al. Sorlin Dorigny from the book-dealer
Rigopoulos at Constantinople in 1894 (cf. fol. 26^). Bibliography:
Naoumides, Rhet, Lex., 14.
Ka = Bucharest, Bibl. Akadem. Romane, gr. 612 (Litzica, 305). Paper,
21 X 15 cm., 225 fols. Written in the monastery of St. Anastasia
near Sozopolis (Sozopol) by the priest Gabriel^'* on 18 December,
1625 (cf- fol- 219^). Contents: i"""^, 220''-225^ and passim, Greek-
Rumanian lexicon; 2''-9^, Disticha Catonis translated by M.
Planudes; io'"-i8'", Pseudo-Phocylidea ; 18^-48^, Hesiod, £'r^a with
interlinear and marginal interpretation; 49'"-77'", Aphthonius,
Progymnasmata; 82''-2i7'", St. Cyril's lexicon with the same begin-
ning as in K;25 2i7'"-2i9^, lexicon of plants. On some pages, left
blank by the original scribe, a later hand wrote a poem in political
verse.
L = Paris, Bibl. Nat., grec 2618 (Omont, III, 14). Paper, 265 x
190 mm., 181 fols. Copied in the XVIII s. "e veteri codice Prin-
cipis Moldaviae," according to a note written by Sevin and pasted
on the ms.26 Contents: i'"-9i'', St. Cyril's lexicon; 92'"- 127'', minor
22 One folio is missing between 49-50 and another between 55-56. The next-to-last
quire is complete but the text clearly continued beyond. The last quire is written by a
different hand on paper with different watermarks from the rest of the volume and comes
from another ms.
23 The Lexicon begins with the introductory note Aet elSevai found in Hesychius and
Par. gr. 2655 and other mss. (cf. Drachmann, 17-18, Latte, xiii). This admonition is a
feature of the p i family of the shorter version of Pseudo-Zonaras' Lexicon ; cf. my article,
cited below, on ms. Q_. The interpolation is limited to the beginning of the Lexicon.
24 The scribe's name written as a monogram in a dodecasyllabic line at the end of the
subscription: '\6{e)ov to hcjpov FaPpirjA 6{v)t{ov) n{6)v{os), was overlooked by Litzica.
25 The Lexicon was apparently written independently from the rest, since the quires
containing it bear a separate numbering.
26 This note is confirmed by a letter written by the Marquis of Villeneuve, French
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lexica; 129^-181^, voces hebraicae. Bibliography: Naoumides, Rhet.
Lex., 14.
M = Vatican, Bibl. Apost. Vaticana, gr. 2164. Paper, 332 x 230 mm.,
iv + 126 fols.27 To judge from the watermarks (Briquet 492,
13888), the ms. was written probably in Italy, in the XVI s.
Contents: i''-73'", St. Cyril's lexicon; 74''-ii7'", voces hebraicae;
I ioj^~^, metrologica. The ms. was one of the "codices Columnenses"
sold in Rome in December, 1820.28 Bibliography: Drachman, 21
;
Canart-Peri, 689.
N = Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vaticana, cod. Barber, gr. 39 (Capocci, 39-42).
Vellum (of poor quality), 190 x 135 mm., 109 fols.29 Written in
1294-1295 by Barnabas (cf. fol. 76'), probably in S. Italy.^o
Contents: i'"-76^, St. Cyril's lexicon with the beginning missing;
78'"-end, minor lexica. For bibliography cf. A. Turyn, Codices
graeci Vaticani saeculis XIII et XIV scripti annorumque notis instructi
(Codices e Vaticanis selecti quam simillime expressi, XXVIII),
in Civitate Vaticana, 1964, 88 f. ; and Canart-Peri, 119, to which
add the following : P. Egenolff, Die orthographischen Stiicke der byzan-
tinischen Litteratur ("Progr. Heidelb. 1887-88"), Leipzig 1888, 33;
Sp. Lambros, Nios 'EXXrjvoixvqfj.cjv 5, 1908, 451-453 (erroneously
referring to the ms. as Barb. gr. 29. The error was repeated by
Canart-Peri) ; Naoumides, "Symmeikta," 375.
O = Paris, Bibl. Nat., suppl. grec 659 (Omont, III, 291 f ). This ms.
consists of three parts (1-150, 151-169, 170-185) of which only
the first interests us here. Vellum, 142 x no mm., XIII s.
ambassador in Constantinople, to the count of Maurepas, dated October 28, 1734;
cf. H. Omont, Missions archeologiques frangaises en Orient aux XVII^ et XVIIP siecles, II
(Paris, 1902), 681-683. The Prince of Moldavia referred to is Constantine Maurokordatos,
son of Nicholas Maurokordatos, Prince of Wallachia. For the attempts of the French to
acquire the library of Nicholas and (after his death) Constantine M., see Omont, op. cit.,
passim.
27 Fols. 120-126 are blank. There are two folios numbered 117 (117* and 117").
28 Cf. Index codicum graecorum Bibliothecae Columnensis (Paris, 1820), No. 68. On the
acquisition of the 93 Greek mss. of the family Colonna by the Vatican Library, cf. G.
Mercati, Byzantion i, 1924, 470, note i, and C. Frati, op. cit. (above note 11), 178.
29 Probably a w^hole quire is missing from the beginning. In the midst of the S-section
(fol. 1 1^) a number of glosses beginning with k appear. They properly belong to the
Lexicon Octateuchi (fol. 79""), as the rubricator has rightly remarked in the margin. There
was apparently a misplaced folio in N's exemplar.
30 Cf. A. Turyn, Codices graeci Vaticani saeculis XIII et XIV scripti annorumque notis instructi
(Codices e Vaticanis selecti quam simillime expressi, vol. XXVIII), Vatican City,
1964, 88.
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Contents: i'"-iio'", St. Cyril's lexicon; 110^-150^, minor lexica.
The ms. bears the ex-libris of M. Mynas (fol. i*"). It was acquired in
1 841-1842, during Mynas' first mission to the Orient, possibly
from some monastery in M. Athos.^i Bibliography: P. Egenolff,
Die orthoepischen Stucke der byzantinischen Litteratur (Progr. der Or.
Gymn. Mannheim, 1886-1887), Leipzig 1887, 41 ; G. Weiss, Studia
Anastasiana I ("Miscellanea Byzantina Monacensia", 4), Munich,
1965, 76; Omont, op. cit. (above, note 31), 404.
P = Paris, Bibl. Nat., suppl. grec 503 (Omont, III. 270 f). Paper
(Western), 295 x 220 mm., 124 pages. XIV s. Contents: pp. i-
122, St. Cyril's lexicon; 122-123, excerpt from St. Nicephorus'
Chronicle; 123-124, on Melchisedec; 124, Delphic oracle (from the
Life of St. Arsenius). The ms. was acquired by M. Mynas in
Thessalonica in 1841. Bibliography: H. Omont, op. cit., (above,
note 31), 360, 387, 398.
0^= Sinai, Movrj 'Aylas AlKaTepivrjs gr. 1 205 (Gardthausen, 249 f.).
Paper, 154 x 105 mm., i + 377 fols. XIV s. Contents: i''-278^,
Ps.-Zonaras, Lexicon; 279''-282'', short lexicon; 282^-301', St.
Cyril's lexicon (abbreviated); 301^-302^, brief excerpt from St.
John of Damascus; 303'"-3io'^, 325'"-368', minor lexica; 3ii'"-325'",
Commentary on canons of St. John of Damascus and Cosmas
Maiuma; 369''-37i'', Anacreontic poem by the emperor Leo VI
with alphabetical acrostic; 371 '"-end, Agapetus Diaconus, Capita
admonitoria (with the end missing). Bibliography: M. Naoumides,
"The Shorter Version of Pseudo-Zonaras, Lexicon" Serta Turyniana,
Studies in Greek Literature and Palaeography in honor of Alexan-
der Turyn, Urbana, U.I. Press, 1974, 487.
R = Oxford, Bodleian Library, ms. Gr. class, f. 114. Vellum, 165 x
137 mm., vii + 228 fols. 32 XI s. Contents: i''-93^ St. Cyril's
lexicon with the beginning missing; 94''- 154^, Homeric lexicon
similar to the one found in SU and published in part by V. de
Marco33; 154^-end, minor lexica. In the lower margin of fol. i*",
illegible signature, apparently of a former owner. The ms. betrays
31 Cf. H. Omont, "Minoide Mynas et ses missions en Orient (1840-1855)," Memoires
de I'Institut National de France, Academie d'Inscriptions et Belles Lettres 40, 19 16, 337-419.
32 Fols. 215-228 are mere fly-leaves. The first two quires and the first leaf of quire y
are missing. Also one leaf between fols. 6-7. The proper order of the folios from 199 to
214 is: 199, 208-213, 206, 207, 200-205, 214, i.e., the inside leaves of quires Krj, kO have
been transposed mutually.
33 Scholia minora in Homeri Iliadem, pars prior: Ae^eis 'OfirjpiKal codd. Urb. CLVII et
Selestadiensis CVII, Fasc. I, Vatican, 1946.
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a S. Italian origin. It was acquired by the Bodleian Library from
P. Rosenthal, Oxford bookseller. Bibliography: Naoumides, "Sym-
meikta," 375; Rhet. Lex., 14 f
S = Selestat, Bibl. municipale, cod. 105 (Michelant, 593). Vellum,
170 X 135 (-140) mm., 183 fols.34 Written ca. 1000, probably in
S. Italy. Contents: 3^-8 1^ St. Cyril's lexicon; 81^-96^, 134''-I58^
i62'^-i69^, minor lexica; 97^-134^, Homeric lexicon; 159^-160^,
Theodosius Grammaticus, Conimentary on canons (with the end
missing); iGi'""^, grammatical fragment; 170^-end, Ps.-Nonnus,
Interpretatio historiarum Gregorii Mazianzeni. In the upper margin of
fol. 5^" the familiar ex-libris of Beatus Rhenanus.35 A note written at
the end of St. Cyril's lexicon (fol. 81^) states that the ms. was
corrected by J. Conon of Nuremberg at Padua in 1501. Biblio-
graphy: Drachmann, 15; V. de Marco, op. cit. (above, note 33),
vii ff. ; P. Adam, op. cit. (above, note 35), 112 f. and Plate viii;
Pertusi, Leonzio Pilato, 483, and note i ; idem "Aspetti organizzativi,"
418 and n. 3; idem "Leonzio Pilato e la tradizione di cultura
Italo-Greca," Byzantino-Sicula, Quaderni, 2, Palermo, 1966, 77;
Naoumides, Rhet. Lex., 15.
T = Montecassino, cod. T 550 (Lambros, 344; Sajdak, 57-69, 91-92).
Vellum (except for fols. 68, 69) of poor quality, 145 x 115 mm.,
75 fols., XIII s. Contents: i'"-64^, St. Cyril's lexicon; 65'"-end,
minor lexica. Bibliography: Naoumides, "Symmeikta," 375.
U = Vatican, Bibl. Apost. Vaticana, cod. Urb. gr. 157 (Stornajolo,
302-304). Vellum, 223 (-225) X 170 (-178) mm., iii + 302 fols. 36
XI s. Contents: i''-i25'", St. Cyril's lexicon followed by a supple-
ment (fols. i25'"-i45'") ; i45'"-i46^, etymologia alphabeti; i47'"-225'",
Homeric lexicon; 225^-277^, minor lexica; 278'"-302'", Interpreta-
tion (with text and paraphrase in opposite columns) of poems by
St. Gregory of Nazianzus. For pertinent bibliography cf. Canart-
Peri, 349, to which add: Bekker, Analecta Graeca III, 1094 f. (note)
;
K. Latte, "Glossographica," Philologus 80, 1924, 136 f; Naoumides,
"Symmeikta," 375; Rhet. Lex., 15 f
V = Milan, Bibl. Ambros., cod. B 46 sup. (formerly T 21 1 ; cf Martini-
Bassi, I, 105-106, No. 90). Paper, 207 x 133 mm., vi + 201 + i
34 Fols. I, 2, 183 are mere fly-leaves. Fols. 157-161 should be placed after fol. 169.
Three folios are missing after 160, and at least one between 176-177.
35 "sum Beati Rhenani nee muto dominum. Basileae MDXIII." This is therefore one
of the mss. which he inherited from J. Conon, upon the latter's death on 21 February
1513. On B. Rhenanus, his friendship with Conon, and his library, cf. P. Adam, L'human-
isme a Selestat (Selestat, 1962) and the bibliography cited there.
36 One folio is missing between 1-2 and another between 5-6.
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fols.,3'' XIV s. Contents: St. Cyril's lexicon. Former owners: Hier.
Chalcus (cf. fol. i^) and George Merula^s (of. fol. i*"). A partially-
legible note written in red ink in fol. 88^ attests that the ms.
belonged to the monastery tt^? vifjrjXijs Trerpas- Bibliography:
Drachmann, 19.
Va = Vatican, Bibl. Apost. Vaticana, cod. Ottob. gr. 170 (Feron-
Battaglini, 96). Paper, 215 x 145 mm., 175 fols.39 XV s. Contents:
St. Cyril's lexicon. In the bottom margin of fol. i^ there is the
following note: "Ex codicibus Joannis Angeli Ducis ab Altaemps,
Ex Graeco manuscripto".'*^ Bibliography: Drachmann, 20;
Canart-Peri, 198.
W = Florence, Bibl. Laurenz., plut. 57.50 (Bandini, II, 431-433).
Paper, 207 (-220) x 147 mm., 599 fols.,"*! year 1515 (cf. fol. 591').
Contents: i'"-456^, St. Cyril's lexicon with the title Uwaycjyrj
Xi^eojv CTuAAeyeiCTat e/c hia<j>6pa}v ^i^Xiov vaXaias ri ^t][li ypa{(f)r]s)
Koi TTJs veas;'*^ 457''-478'", minor lexica; 479^^-574^, commentary
on canons by St. John of Damascus and Cosmas Maiuma, with
the beginning and end missing; 575'"-578^, iambic and anacreon-
tic poems with alphabetic acrostic; 578^-594^^, varia opuscula
astronomica et grammatica; 595^^-598'", Funeral oration for
Catherine (| 1462), wife ofThomas Palaeologus, by Charitonymus
Hermonymus.
X = Mt. Athos, M. BaroTTeSiov, cod. 418 (Eustratiades-Arcadios, 81).
37 Single folios are missing between 19—20, 41-42, 1 16-1 17, 191-192. Since there is no
lacuna in the corresponding sections in Va, these fols. must have been lost after the
copying ofVa or its immediate ancestor.
38 On G. Merula (alias Feuypyios AXe^avbplvo£, cf. cod. Ambros. E 113 sup.), cf.
F. Gobotto-A. Badini Confalonieri, "Vita di Giorgio Merula," Rivista di storia, arte,
archeologia della provincia di Alessandria, vols. 2 and 3 (also independently, Alessandria,
1894); Vogel-Gardthausen, 189 and n. 4; R. Sabbadini, Le scoperte dei codici Latini e Greci
ne' secoli XIV e XV, vol. I (Florence, 1905), 156 f. On his relations with H. Chalcus
(G. Calco) and his mss. (now in the Ambrosian Library), cf. E. Martini-D. Bassi, Catalogus
codicum graecorum Bibliothecae Ambrosianae, vol. I (Milan, 1906), p. xiv and n. 30.
39 There is no fol. 41, however. Fols. 142^-143'' are left blank, apparently to indicate a
lacuna in the exemplar. Another hand subsequendy wrote the credo in Greek on 142'.
The drawing of a bearded man with the title d raireivos inlaKo-nos Kaviv{?) kuI avd€v{T7)s?)
fills the other blank page.
"0 On Altaemps cf. C. Frati, op. cit. (above, note 11), 16 f.
"1 With the new numbering of folios. Some folios are missing between 478-479 and
574-575- Fols. 498, 588', 592, 593, 598', 599 are blank. Fols. 595''-598'" are written by
another hand.
42 This is the title of Ps.-Zonaras' Lexicon. The ms. indeed has many marginalia
from Ps.-Zonaras. On account of its title Tittmann (Joannis J(^onorae Lexicon . . . , Leipzig,
1808, p. xli) listed it among the mss. of Ps.-Zonaras.
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Vellum, 152 X 115 mm., 63 fols.,'*3 XIII s. (X s., according to
Eustratiades). Contents: St. Cyril's lexicon with the beginning and
end missing.
Y = Athens, Bv^. Movaetov, cod. 186 (Pallas, 77-79). The main part
of the ms. (fols. i, 44-45, 56-134, 147) was written on vellum in
1 296-1 297 and belongs to the g-recension. Fols. 2-43, 46-53
(containing the missing part of St. Cyril's lexicon) were copied on
paper from a ms. of the v-recension in the XVII s. The same hand
also copied fols. 136-146. The ms. formerly belonged to the
Monastery (of the Transfiguration) tov Mereajpov (cf. fol. 2'").
Z = Grottaferrata, Z.a, VI (Rocchi, 444). Vellum, 21 x 16 cm., 42
fols.,'*'' XIII s. Contents: St. Cyril's Lexicon with the beginning
and end missing. In the right-hand margins a contemporary hand
added further explanations. This ms. was in all probability written
in S. Italy. Marginal notes in fol. 16^ and 32^ testify that it once
belonged to the Monastery of St. Mary "del Patir". Bibliography:
A. Batiffol, L' Abbaye de Rossano : Contribution a fhistoire de la Vaticane
(Paris, 1891), 60; A. Rocchi, op. cit., 280; Pertusi, Leonzio Pilato,
484 and n.i; idem, "Aspetti organizzativi," 419 and n.3; idem,
"Leonzio Pilato," 77.
r = Paris, Bibl. Nat., grec 2656 (Omont, III, 19-20). Vellum, 210
(-216) X 140 (-145) mm., 128 fols. Written in early XII s., prob-
ably in S. Italy.'^s Contents: i'"-i03'", St. Cyril's lexicon ; i04'"-end,
minor lexica. Bibliography: Drachmann, 20.
A = Paris, Bibl. Nat., grec 2659 (Omont, III, 20). Vellum, 175 x
125 mm., 182 fols., year 1515-1516. Contents: i''-i54^, St. Cyril's
lexicon; 154^-180'", minor lexica; i8o''-end, theological treatise
{sermo synodalis). In the margins there are extensive additional
glosses from the Etym. Gudianum. Bibliography: H. Omont,
Catalogues des manuscrits grecs de Fontainebleau sous Francois 1" et
Henri II (Paris, 1889), p. 115, No. 340; idem, Facsimiles des manu-
scrits grecs dates de la Bibliotheque Nationale du IX^ au XIV^ siecle
(Paris, 1 891), p. 9 and PI. 44; R. Reitzenstein, Geschichte der
griechischen Etymologika (Leipzig, 1897), 84-87; Drachmann, 20;
Latte, IL.
43 The first five quires, the last folio of quire tj3 together with quire ly (between fols.
55-56), and an undetermined number of quires after fol. 63 are missing.
^ Six complete quires are missing from the beginning, two more between fols. 32-33,
and an undetermined number from the end.
45 As can be inferred from the writing, quality of vellum, rubrication, and extensive
use of yellow ink wash.
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@ = Munich, Bayer. Staatsbibl., gr. 298 (Hardt, III, 231). Vellum,
185 (-189) X 138 (-140) mm., ii + 138 fols. Written in the
XII s.,'*^ probably in S. Italy.'*'' Contents: St. Cyril's lexicon with
the end missing. Bibliography: Drachmann, 20; Naoumides, "Sym-
meikta," 376.
A = Mt. Athos, M. MeylcTTjs Aavpas, 20 (Spyridon Lavriotes- Eustra-
tiades, p. 33, No. 260). Vellum, 19 x 13 cm., 224 fols. ,'8 XIV s.
Contents: i""-!©^, fragment of a lexicon;'*^ ii^'-iyg'", St. Cyril's
lexicon; 179^ rauToAe^tai ; 181'"—end, opot Kal VTToypa(f>al Kara
E = Mt. Athos, M. E€vo(j}a)VTo?, 83 (Lambros I, 71, No. 785). Paper,
206 X 136 mm., 170 fols. ,50 XV s. Contents: St. Cyril's lexicon
with the end missing.
n = Florence, Bibl. Laurenz., plut. 5.20 (Bandini, I, 43-44). Vellum,
236 X 165 (-169) mm., 151 fols., XIII s. (XII according to
Bandini). Contents: i''-i49'", St. Cyril's lexicon; i49'"-end, minor
lexica.
E = Munich, Bayer. Staatsbibl., gr. 230 (Hardt, II, 497; 502). Paper
(oriental), 244 (-248) x 170 mm., 314 fols.^i Written in the XIII s.,
in part Sta x^ipos Nicfxjjvos (/iov)ax(ou) (cf. fol. 291'" and 311'"). 52
Contents: i'"-246'", St. Cyril's lexicon; 246'"-286^, minor lexica;
286^-end, varia grammatica, theologica, etc. The following note
appears in the margin of fol. 197^": -q ttjSc jSi
|
^Xos TrdXei. \
KCOVGTCCVTt
|
VOV Lfl^pi | COTOU Kul V \ TTOVpyOV TOV | ^€VCOVO? | TOV
KpdXrjJ^ Bibliography: Vogel-Gardthausen, 334; Drachmann, 20.
•** The date ji/i/ca' (12 12-12 13), which appears in fly-leaf i"", is by another hand and
need not be the date of the ms.
47 This is inferred from the writing, illumination, and quality of the vellum. Note also
the following notes by a XIII s. hand: Nos pl^ovXoi aovfiovs d(f>6vr€ fj-ayva ype (fol. ii'),
yeSSovp Kovpaov cnjcn~q(j.a (fol. 38').
48 One folio is missing between 223-224 and one from the last quire of the volume {kQ.
The first ten folios come from another ms., since the numbering of the quires begins with
fol. II.
49 The arrangement is basically alphabetical, but the order of the larger sections seems
disturbed {N, S, 0, M, N, A, M, E).
50 One folio is missing between 2-3, and an undetermined number from the end.
51 Numbered 1-3 1 1, but there are two extra folios (numbered 3*, 3"), and a third un-
numbered folio betNveen 126-127.
52 To judge from the position and phrasing of the subscription, Niphon wrote fols. 1-12
and 291-31 1 Note that the main body of the ms. begins with a quire marked ^, i.e.,
Niphon apparently supplemented the missing beginning and end of the volume.
53 On the ^evwv tov KpaXt], situated near the Blachernae Palace in Constantinople,
cf. A. Premerstein in the preface of the facsimile edition of the Vienna Dioscurides, Codices
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= Leyden, Univers. Bibl., cod. Voss. Gr. 0,63 (de Meyier, 180-182).
Vellum, 205 X 140 mm., iii + 176 fols., XII s., probably in
Italy. 54 Contents: i''-i52'", St. Cyril's lexicon; 152^-end, minor
lexica. Former owners: Paul and Alexander Petau, Queen Chris-
tine of Sweden, Isaac and Ger. Voss. Bibliography: M. Schmidt,
Hesychii Alexandrini Lexicon, vol. IV, i (Jenae, 1862), 366-368
(excerpts from the lexicon) and IV, 2 (Jenae, 1864), xlvi f.
;
K. A. de Meyier, Paul en Alexandre Petau (Dissertationes inaugurales
Batavae, 5), Leyden 1947, pp. 16, 46, 50, 51, (n. 68), 200; Alberti,
Glossarium graecum in sacros Novi Foederis libros (1735), Praefatio
(pages unnumbered).
0a = Utrecht, Univers. Bibl., cod. 14 (Omont, 209, No. 49). Paper,
212 X 165 mm., 504 pages, XVII s. Contents: St. Cyril's lexicon.
This is clearly an apograph of O.
0b = Leiden, Univers. Bibl., B.P.L. 494 (Molhuysen, 131). Paper, in
quarto, 87 fols. Contents: Excerpts from made by L. C. Valcke-
naer in 1739.
Q = Vatican, Bibl. Apost. Vaticana, gr. 869. This is a composite ms.,
the first part of which (fols. 1-68) is written on oriental paper in
the XIII s. and contains the Lexicon of St. Cyril (from a to t).
Fols. 69-82 were added in the XV s. to supplement the missing
end of the Lexicon. They also contain a small number of the
familiar minor lexica. Bibliography: cf. Canart-Peri, Sussidi, 505.
Three mss. which properly belong to a recension akin to what
is commonly called Lexicon Bachmannianum (Athens, ^EdviK-rj
Bi^Xiodi^KT] 1197? ^TTOvhaarripiov 'laropiKrjs ©eoXoylas, 47 j a^^^d
Vat. gr. 1869) contain in the ^a-section a text that closely re-
sembles that of our v-mss.
Affiliations of the Manuscripts
BCFGH, Drachmann's best and almost exclusive representatives of the
entire recension, form a closely-knit group (vi), as can be observed both
by their readings and the arrangement of their contents. Among their
exclusive readings are not only the usual errors of text corruption, spelling,
Graeci et Latini photographice depicti, vol. X.i (Leyden, 1906), 10 fF.; R. Janin, La geographie
ecclesiastique de Vempire Byzantin, part I, vol. 3 (Paris, 1953), 572; and M. Marcovich,
"Drei Miszellen zur byzantinischen Literaturgeschichte," Akten des XI. Internationalen
Byzantinisten-Kongresses 1958 (Munich, i960), 344.
54 To judge from the script, quality of vellum, and extensive use of ink w^ash.
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and accentuation, 55 but omissions and additions of entire entries as well. 56
All but one (x^y) of the omitted glosses occur in more or less the same
form in at least one recension outside v. On the other hand, of the eleven
glosses attested by vi alone, only one (I32) seems to be a truly Cyrillean
gloss found in exactly the same form in the a, g, and n recensions. Some
are in reality but duplicates of genuine glosses (compare ^24 with ^28,
^43 with ^25, and x^ with x43)- ^^ is noteworthy, however, that the
additional glosses in the ^-section have parallels not in the extant Cyrillean
recensions but in Hesychius. In one of them (xi9) ^ citation from a lost
Sophoclean drama (omitted by Hesychius) is preserved (a rarity for this
lexicon), while x 158 is clearly a dialectal gloss of the kind found frequently
in Hesychius. Such glosses are usually and almost routinely attributed to
the lost lexicon of Diogenianus, the progenitor of Hesychius' Lexicon.
Since, however, the hypothesis of a fuller Diogenianus seems to me to lack
satisfactory proof, I am inclined to attribute them to a fuller (or pre-
abridged) version of Hesychius. 5 7 It is significant in this connection that
the home of this family seems to be in Southern Italy (cf. below), where
Laurent, plut. 57.39 (= Drachmann's S) and the constellation of Matrit.,
Bibl. Univ. Z-22 No. 116, Haun. 1968, and Messan. S. Salv. 16758 seem
to have originated. 59
Besides the internal, i.e., textual, relationship, four of the above mss.
(BFGH) share a number of external features which seem to suggest that
they were the product of the same scriptorium. All four mss. seem to be
fine editions of the Lexicon, written in the same format, with the same
color of ink and with identical purple-colored rubrication. The script is
regular, formal, and impersonal, resembling print rather than hand-
writing. Ligatures and abbreviations are rare. Besides, the writing of
FGH is very similar, as if all three were written by the same hand.^o
55 Cf. dj, 9, 12, 13, 25; I5, 10, 13, 18, etc.—most of the errors are confined to vi.
In one case the word order within the entry has been changed (xi26). In another, a word
has been misplaced (cf. x^iOj hi). In the ^-section two related entries have been con-
flated into one (^30, 31).
56 Omitted entries: 620, 21, x^y, 77, 94, 95. Additional glosses: ^8, 24, 32, 43, x^> ^9^
31, 90, 93, 157, 158. x92 has been expanded considerably with additional matter. There
are also minor additions and omissions within the entries: cf. x^2, 73, 121, 132.
57 Cf. my article "New Fragments ofAncient Greek Poetry," Greek Roman and Byzantine
Studies g, 1968, 267-290.
58 On the S. Italian provenance of this ms., cf. Pertusi, Leonzio Pilato, 484; and S. G.
Mercati, op, cit. (above, note 9), 9.
59 Other mss. of the v-recension which are of S. Italian origin are S and Z. I intend
to treat the question of the S. Italian copy of Hesychius more fully elsewhere.
60 Cf. my articles cited above (notes 3 and 17).
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Within the family two groups can easily be distinguished : FH and BG.
The special bond that ties F and H is both external (script and lay-out of
the text) and internal, i.e., textual; cf especially ^^ig {oXdipei), 82 (ve'os
for v4as), 92 (addition of Ifidriov after XenTov), 149 {Trpoaxcov for
vpoaxovv), and conflation of ^43, 44. Since F is younger and shows a
further deterioration of the text, it seems likely that it is a copy of H.
The view of direct dependence is amply supported both by the writing
and by ^24, where F seems to have misunderstood a pen correction of H
in reading darepov for darepov.^^
The special relationship of B and G is shown in a number of strikingly
corrupt readings that these mss. share: cf. 622 {daTTovres vs. OdrTov), 24
(repetition of the word Odrepov), 25 (use of the singular for the plural),
etc. Since both mss. seem to be roughly contemporary, their exact rela-
tionship can be determined only from the evidence of the text. B has many
separative errors and of such a nature that they could not have been
corrected by the scribe of G,^^ whereas the opposite seems to be true in
the case of G vs. B. Furthermore, B seems to have adopted the marginal
or supralinear readings of G as well as corrections effected by the original
scribe and/or the rubricator. At any rate, even if B is not a copy of G it
seems to have no independent value except in the sections that are missing
from G.
C stands between G and H but is generally closer to the former than to
the latter. It is, however, marred with an enormous number of spelling
errors. Therefore, agreement of C with either of the above mss. should
indicate the reading of the family archetype (vi). This archetype was
written ca. 1 100, as is shown by a reference to that year incorporated in
the discussion of what is TrepioSo? tov dX(f>a and how to compute the inter-
calary period Kara Xarlvovs; and it was written in all probability in S.
Italy, as is shown not only from the almost-certain S. Italian provenance
of BC but also from the inclusion of the Ae'^ei? eV tov Qiov tov dylov
'HXia. TOV Neov, a S. Italian saint. ^^ This lost ms. had a good number of
errors in spelling and accentuation, omissions and other scribal errors,
which were faithfully reproduced by its descendants. But to compensate
for it, it was interpolated with occasional glosses from a reputable lexico-
graphic source, most probably the unabridged lexicon of Hesychius.
61 Similarly, in the a-section F's reading firjapoTTjTa (vs. fiiapoT-qra in H) can be
explained as a failure on the part of the scribe to distinguish the iota from the accent of
the word
-rjveYKav just below it. Cf. also my Rhet. Lex., 23.
62 Cf. dufiiTToXos (dy), ;^eS/307n7v vs. x^^Pottov (xS^), fj,epiov vs. x'A'ep'oi' (x92), change from
the singular to the plural (x^j), omission of the article {dy, xSa), etc.
63 Cf. my articles cited above (notes 3 and 1 7) ; cf. also Rhet. Lex.
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The family stemma can be drawn as follows:
VI
Closely related to vi is the v2 family, which consists of ten mss.
(IJKKaLMNOPQ), none of which is earlier than the XIII s. With the
exception ofJ and M, these mss. have been completely ignored by both
Drachmann and Latte, and no assessment of the value of this family for
the recovery of the archetype of the recension has ever been made.
The origin of the family cannot be traced as easily as that of vi. Two
of the earliest mss., J and N (both dated) come from S. Italy, while all the
others, with the possible exception of M, were either written in or came
from various places in the East. The difference in provenance does not
coincide with the two basic groups into which they are divided (cf. below)
.
Since, however, both branches have early representatives in S. Italy and
since the family is generally close to vi, the possibility of a S. Italian
origin should seriously be reckoned with.
Although there is greater discrepancy between the individual members
of the family, the general characteristics seem clear. There are only three
glosses omitted by all the mss. (in addition to those found only in vi),
611, 23, and x7i; and no interpolations except those appearing in indi-
vidual mss. (mostly J). The family has few exclusive readings attested by
all mss., the most characteristic of which are found in the following
glosses:
^39 (addition of avvdrjixa before aiqfxelov, omission of rtvt), 47
(e^co for e^co^ev), ^25 {adXiois vs. adpows), 43 (x«/"S' vs. ;^uctiv) and the
conflation of ^^67, 68 into one entry. To these one may add a few more
that seem to go back to the archetype, although they are not attested by
all V2 mss. 6'*
64 Cf. ^21 {^vfi^aUi, but ^vfi^aivei in Ka O), ^16 (e^wv, but exovra L), 26 {etireiv [els
neivav K Ka L], but nieiv M); cf. also ^16 {xaXenu) or x«^e'''W for xoeAko)), and note 67
below.
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The family is neatly split into two groups, the first of which is made of
five mss. (JKKaLM), the other of four (NOPQ,).^? For the sake of con-
venience I call the first group V2i, the second V22. The most characteristic
reading of V2i is the change of OdXipis (^3) to OdX-nos, which subsequently
(in all except M) by wrong division was transferred to the next entry (^4),
ofwhich it became the lemma. Also in ^23 four of the five mss. (KKaLM)
have extended the lemma by one syllable, x^jLtaiTerai/Dt's-.^^ The particular
relationship of the v2i mss. is illustrated in the following stemma:
V2I
L as well as M are comparatively free from individual errors—indeed
their readings are occasionally superior to those of all other v2 mss.^'^
Both are corrected mss. (with different degrees of success), as one might
expect from so late and possibly learned copies. This becomes evident
from instances of false correction, especially in the case of L.^s J and K
(and Ka) have been interpolated, especially at the beginning of the
Lexicon, but from different sources.
The second group (v22) seems to be in general more remote from the
family archetype. Thus, it shows omissions of entire glosses (^33, 41, x^Ai
85, 91), addition of an extraneous gloss {^vvcoplSa: C^yqv) after ^29,
reversal of the order of glosses (^31-32 and x^S^^^SQ)? together with
65 I have no precise information about I besides a hasty examination of the ms. during
my visit to Mt. Athos in the summer of 1970, but it seems to be part of the first group.
66 M actually reads ;^a/xaiTeTepi's. I consider J's reading ^"M"''''"'/"^ ^^ ^^^ either to
emendation or haplography. The readings of the v2i mss. clearly reflect an original
TOtl T€
supralinear correction, xa^iMTepis or ;\;a/x.a(TaipiV.
67 To the examples given above (note 64) add the following : x'^Q ixiM ^ • X^t^l '^) >
148 {TT€fi(ia.Tcov M: TT€Xfj,a.Twv V2); ^42 {^vvoSokos L: ^vvoSokos vi, v2i), 45 {Kvrjafiog L:
Kviofios v2); XI07 {o'lorpi^ L: oiarpiy^ or oiarpvy^ V2).
68 Cf. especially x^ij w^here xaix^TTerel was mistaken for a verbal form and the ex-
planation adjusted accordingly (raTretvai?
-q ;(a^ai Kctrai), and 58, where the unintelligible
rod aSov rijs dvpas (for tov ov8ov ttjs 6.) was changed to ttjs dvpas tov aSov. Cf. also Lex.
Rhet., 24 f.
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spelling errors and other variants. Occasionally its readings are superior
to those of virtually all v-mss. (cf. x'^'^s in x^oo? ^pecu/Ltevos- in x^22, and
XvSaioi in xi45)- They should be attributed to emendation. Within this
group O and P form a distinct subgroup, which displays side by side
corrections or improvements of corrupt readings and outright blunders.
Neither seems to be dependent on the other, as is particularly shown by
individual omissions. The last member of the V2 family (Q,) seems to be
close to OP, but it is further abridged and interpolated.
On the whole and apart from separative errors and readings, V2 seems
to be closely related to vi. The two families share a number of glosses that
are absent from all other v-mss. (|i i, x^ i? 32, 36, 125, 150, 151), whereas
in some entries their explanation is "fuller" than that of the others (cf
^44, x30, 46, 73, 74, 81, 120). The two families also display a few
common errors and/or readings; cf daXrjaiai (66), ^vveiov (^23), ^'Ai^ (x35)j
to) pct)$t (x53)5 x^^^P^'''^^^^^ (x^^2), TTeXfjLccTwv (X148); cf. also x^P'-^^'''^
(^153), where V22 is probably corrected. It is therefore quite likely that
they descend from a common exemplar. The fact that J has preserved the
lexicon of life of St. Elias the Younger may suggest that the common
ancestor of these two families was also written in S. Italy. In this case it
would be interesting to know how the family proliferated also in the East.
The third well-defined family of the v-recension (V3) consists of ten
mss. {rA0A3n200a.0h), some of which are as early as the beginning
of the twelfth century. The origin of the family is obscure but some claim
may be made by S. Italy in view of the possible S. Italian origin of some
mss. and the particular link with the Etym. Gudianum.69
The general characteristics of the V3 family include: (a) addition of
entire glosses. These fall into two main categories: those common to all
v3-mss. as well as to R; and a good number of the etymological glosses
attested by all v3-mss. except F and listed by A in the margins, (b)
Omissions of entire entries or of parts thereof. '^^ More often than not the
shorter entries agree with the corresponding entries of the g-recension,
68a
^ovSpiTov in FHOP.
69 On the reciprocal influence between the Gudianum and A, cf. Reitzenstein, op. cit.,
84 ff. That a ms. of the V3 family was the source of the Cyrillean glosses of the Gudianum,
is amply confirmed by such common readings as dafxiCei: wKvd^ei, avv€x<J^s ayei (cf.
Etym. Gud. p. 255.42 Sturz), xaiiaiTvinoJv : twv ttoXv nerexovrMv twv avvovoicov (cf. 962.27),
and by the inclusion in the series of Cyrillean glosses listed together in the ^-section of
some of the original v3-additamenta, e.g., daXri ^ evdrjvla, ddXeia: ovofxa Movarjs (255.38-39).
70 Entries omitted : diy; ^14, 38; ^ij 67, 69, 71, 72, 79, 89, 145, 155, 156. Shorter entries
(in addition to those found in all independent mss.): Oil, 18; ^12, 13, 20, 37; xMj ^7>
18, 25, 33, 35, 41, 45, 60, 68, etc.
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and consequently cannot be dismissed as either blunders or deliberate
omissions. ''I (c) Additions and other changes within the entries.'^^ Perhaps
the most revealing of these are the instances of double lemmata {di, x48,
56), where what seems to be a correction appears beside the original
corrupt reading, (d) There is finally ample evidence of text corruption,
most notably the conflation of two unrelated entries (x^i^, 116) into one,
and of errors in spelling and accentuation. Because of the extent of Bear-
beitung and corruption, as shown above, the readings of this family should
be admitted into the text with great caution and only if they find confir-
mation from the independent mss. of v and/or the related recensions g
and a.
Within the V3 family there is a good degree of differentiation. This
appears chiefly in the number of additional entries admitted by each ms.
as well as in the order of both regular and additional glosses. To take the
0a-section as an example, F lists all the v entries minus 6 and 1 7 (the
latter is missing from all v3-mss.). The order of glosses is identical with
that of V2, except that gloss d4a yap appears among the 0a-glosses. The
additional glosses common to all V3 mss. and R are listed together in one
batch between 1 1 and 1 2 ; and a new addition {ddvaTos) appears before
18. J shows two more additional glosses in the main text, daXepos (be-
tween 2 and 3) and Oarrov (between 21 and 22) ; has somewhat dispersed
the original additamenta, and has kept all the new (etymological) glosses in
the margins. It has also moved 9 between 4 and 5. agrees with Fin the
order of the common glosses but additional glosses daXepos and O&ttov
are not in the same place as in A. The marginal glosses of A appear in
batches in the text without much regard for the alphabetical order.
Finally (9 has a number of additional glosses not found in A but attested
in Eni!00a.. The other mss. (referred to henceforth as V32) list the
original, i.e., v-glosses in a slightly different order from the usual one,
but have kept the original V3 additamenta together as a batch, between
10 and 13. The other additional glosses found in © and in the margins
of A have been distributed so as to fit an alphabetical order based on the
first three letters of the lemmata. Gloss OaXepos (cf supra) appears after
2 (as in J), but darTov has been dropped and two new glosses added.
Gloss Oeid^ct), which appears for the first time among the 0a-glosses in 0,
71 Only the following "omissions" have no parallels in the g-recension : I37 (tjxpw^to),
X35 (**"' oXedpov), 53 {tc!)v SaKTvXcov), 68 {kuI alyos), 133 {npoaKvaTai).
72 Additions: cf. 61, 22; x3^> 48> 53, 56, 87, 103, 126, 130, 152. Transpositions: cf.
H> 5; X43, 60, 62, 124. Changes: cf. 612, 16, 23; ^17, 46; ^8, 22, 49, 56, 60, 70, 87, 114,
129, 133; some of them have parallels in R or V W.
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is also found in the same place in these mss. Codex a has added one more
new gloss unattested in the other V3 mss. The same general situation also
prevails in the ^- and ;^-sections.
Despite appearances neither A nor seem to be the direct ancestors of
V32, but the latter group seems to have evolved from the common ancestor
of J0 through correction, possible interpolation, and a certain degree
of Bearbeitung. This accounts not only for the absence of a few errors com-
mon to FA and hence presumably of the family archetype, but also for
the conflation or elimination of similar entries. '^^
On the basis of the distribution of the additional entries as well as of
their readings, the branching out of the mss. of this family can be sketched
as follows
:
Etym. Gud.
73 Thus add. gloss xe^P<JJva^ has been eliminated, but its explanation has been added
to that of gloss x5^- Conversely, the explanation of x43 has been appended to that of
add. gloss XepovSifj.. The omission of x^i, 91 is clearly due to the presence of similar
entries among the additamenta.
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Besides the three larger families described above, there are a number of
mss. which can be called independent. Some ofthem fall into small groups.
The first such group consists of T and U. Their most striking common
feature is the order in which they list the glosses. Indeed a rearrangement
has been carried out with the intention of achieving stricter alphabetical
order. Thus ^15 has been placed before di, ^25 before 02 3, ^7 before ^6,
^34 after 42, x4 after ^9, x^7 before ^12, etc. However, the rearrangement
is only partial. Thus 9^ and 6 still precede dy and 8, ^4 is before ^5, ^35
before I37, etc. The result of the rearrangement has been to effect an
alphabetical order which is based on the first three or even more letters.
Another by-product of the new arrangement is the occasional combination
of related entries, e.g., ^20 with 31 and (erroneously) x6i with 85.
Besides the order of the entries, the two mss. share a number of readings
that appear to be either restricted to them alone or are found only in one
or more independent mss.; cf. the addition in xT^^^* and the spellings
TTOXVKVTOJV (X22), -^Xv^ (xSS)? ^tC.
A comparison of their individual readings shows convincingly that T,
although younger and in many respects inferior to U, is independent from
the latter ms. Thus T lists x^o?? which U entirely omits, as well as Se in
64., depixavai in ^5, the article in x62 and ws in x82 ; cf. also the following
readings of U, all involving corruption of the text which attempts at
emendation could not remove: ^earcov for ^earov (^12), av^vyij for l^vyrj
(^20), x"^€TO- avaxcupet for x«^eo; avaxcopei. (xS)^"**? ^J^d -x^aixairvTrris for
XafxaLTvirrj (x24)- It becomes, therefore, clear that T descends not from
U, but from a better and more complete ms., possibly U's exemplar.
However, because of innumerable scribal errors, T is of little use for the
restoration of the text of v beyond the evidence that it provides about the
history of the transmission. U, on the other hand, occasionally offers
superior readings, which must be due to emendation rather than to a
better tradition (cf 06, fig, x^^)- ^^ ^^^ indeed a number of corrections
by the first hand''^ and numerous additional glosses from another Cyrillean
ms. at the end of the Lexicon.
The second group of closely related mss. consists of R and S. Their
special relationship emerges clear from a number of common features
that are restricted to these two mss. and which can hardly be considered
accidental. These include the apparent conflation of ^23, 24, additions in
the explanations of X127, 139, omission of the lemma in 020, and such
74 Found also in W and originating from the g-recension.
74a x however omits this entry.
75 Such corrections appear, for example, in 0i8 {aTroKTelvr) [ei ex?]), x^S (x"/^""""'/*^'^
and corr. in marg. pis).
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readings as ^wovmov for ^wdopov (^35), x'-^P°^ ix^^P°^ ^) ^^^ X'^°S'
(x^3) ^^^ ^paxLoX-qv for ^paxi.6Xiov {x9^)- Besides these the two mss.
omit (in agreement with other independent mss. or with V3) a number of
glosses (x^g, 72, 156) and have shorter explanation in 022, x30, 35, 38,
60, 81, 109, 121. They also list two additional glosses in the ^-section
{^vfi(f)opd, ^vvaxoiTo). These common features are all the more remarkable,
since R seems clearly interpolated from an outside source.
Interpolation in R takes the form of additional glosses which for the
most part are identical with the original additamenta of the V3 family (i.e.,
essentially the additional glosses of F). The distribution of these new
glosses among the v-glosses varies. In the 0a-section they are all listed
together as a group at the end of the v-glosses, i.e., after ^25. In the |- and
X-sections, however, they appear among the regular v-glosses in approxi-
mately the same places as in V3 (especially 7^). In fact, additional gloss
^oavov in the ^-section has taken the place of the original v-gloss (I14),
while the latter appears between ^7 and 9, out of the alphabetical order.
In the same section there are two sets of duplicate glosses : ^woJv-^vvov
and ^vvdopov-^vvovmov. Gloss ^vvov is actually the corrupt counterpart of
^vvuJv (^33) in v3, while ^wovaiov is the corrupt form oi ^vvdojpov (^35) in
S. R lists ^vvov before and ^wdopov after ^34, while |uva)v is listed to-
gether with ^vvovoLov following gloss I39 and the additional gloss
^vvaxoiTo. It is clear that here as in the case of ^14 the V3 glosses were
given precedence over the S-glosses.
In so far as the text is concerned, R generally agrees with S, but its
text is in several instances superior, even though S may agree with T
and U. R has also adopted a number of the pectdiar readings of V3 ; (cf.
9i and ^22, 30, 43, 48, 53, 56, 58, 62, 68, 100, 114, 126, 128, 129, 130,
133). Some of these involve omissions of words within the explanation,
but the majority are of such a nature as to preclude anything but direct
influence. It becomes, therefore, clear that R is a contaminated ms., i.e.,
it has combined the readings of two different strains of the tradition, one
represented by S, the other by V3. It is noteworthy that in the earlier part
of the Lexicon the scribe seems more reluctant to admit the V3 readings
and keeps the V3 glosses apart, whereas in the latter part he shows im-
partiality and even admits the shorter entries of V3 without supplement-
ing them from S.
A third group consists of three mss., V, Va, and W. These share two
basic characteristics: a rearrangement of their entries to fit a stricter
alphabetic order, and a large amount of additional glosses not found in v.
Most of these additions are identical with glosses found in two mss. of the
g-recension to which Drachmann assigned the sigla F and A, i.e.,
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Cryptensis Z.a.W and Laurent, plut. 59.16. The new arrangement of the
glosses, based on the first three letters of the lemmata, has resulted in an
order which is not identical to that of TU.''^ This group is also distin-
guished for its occasional superior readings (cf ^40, ^i? 60, 67, 104, 147),
which however (in view of the extensive revision that it has undergone)
must not be genuine but are due either to emendation or to contamination.
Let me add that the additional glosses of V, Va, and W form a group also
found in U (as an appendix), as well as in gi.
The dependence of Va on V is complete. Va's text, however, is con-
siderably inferior to that ofV because of omissions and errors. The number
of these blunders as well as an unexplained lacuna in the text of Va''"'
indicate that it is not a direct copy ofV but is removed from it by at least
one intermediary.
The relationship of VW in the ^- and ;^-sections is unmistakable : cf.
especially
^5, 37, xi2, 15, 22, 24, 38, 41, 45, etc. Both also have many
additional glosses. In the ^a-section, however, the two agree very rarely
and even then the agreement is not exclusive. ''^ Besides, the additional
glosses which each of the two displays are entirely different. W's readings
as well as some of its additional glosses show a clear influence from an
outside source independent from V.''^ This source can be identified with
a distinct group within the g-recension which consists of the following
mss. : Athens, Byz. Museum, No. 186, in its original or vellum part (see
above); Hauniensis 1970; Laurent, plut. 58.30; and Vindob. phil. gr.
319. Here are the most striking examples of the agreement: ^14 (add
aAAevraAATyAa) , additional gloss dapav^, ^33 (add koivcov), ^54 {Kcx^ipicrixdva
for KOLKLara), x^^9 (add -q S-qXojcns) and additional gloss xp°°s aSr^v. In
many more cases the readings adopted by W independently from V are
76 This is true for the ^- and ^-sections. For the order ofW in the 0a-section, cf. note
78 below.
77 Va omits 70-odd entries between ^54 and 10 1 without apparent reason. Neither the
beginning nor the end of the lacuna coincide with the beginning or end of a page in V.
IfVa was copying directly from V, the omission would not be due to a purely mechanical
error.
78 The most striking is the reading opeyofievos (^18), found also in OP. Neither ms.,
however, shows any of the striking separative errors of the other. Note also that the order
of the v-entries in this section is different in the two mss., that of W resembling closely
the order ofTU.
79 There is some external evidence to that from the cramming ofsome of the additional
glosses and the additions within the entries in the space between the text and the inner
margins which would otherwise be left blank. The outer margins also have numerous
additions. All these were probably due to the original scribe.
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found in g, but they are not restricted to the above mss. : cf. ^7, 20, 23;
|l2 (om. yeyXvfjLfxevov) , 17, 36; ^30 (t] ol fiiKpol pvaKes), 76, 94, 1 11, 12
1
(om. p-qooei otov), 127, 140, 143; also in listing ^32, an entry absent from
all v-mss. except vi but occurring in g. The manner in which W incor-
porates the new readings can be illustrated by the following examples.
In X96 it has adopted the g-reading {Koafiov -nepl rov ^paxiojva \_sic])
and then added supra lineam t] t6v TpdxrjXov, i.e., the part of the v-entry
missing from g. In ^149 it introduces the g-reading at the end of the
entry as a variant {aXXaxov eiatdav irpooxovv to, retxr]).^^ Because of
the extent of outside influence 81 W's exact relationship to V cannot be
determined.
For the convenience of reference as well as because the mss. R through
W share a number of common features, I refer to them sometimes in the
critical apparatus with the sign V4.
The remaining mss. (KYZQ) are too fragmentary to allow (as of now)
any judgement about their exact relationship to one another and to the
other mss. of the recension. However, in the one section (of the three
under consideration here) which they have in common, ^2 they agree in
omitting (f)6^os in ^11 and rj aTTOKTelvrj in iS,^^ both of which are also
omitted by V3.84 Note also the spelling SpeyofMevois in di8.
There is further agreement between YZ, shown by the omission of Se
in ^4^5 and of dapaaXdcos in ^20.^^ Furthermore, Y and Q agree in error
in reading Oaaaov in ^25. Finally, X and Z agree in listing ^25 after
64a yap, the first entry of the ^e-section.
Z is the best ms. of the group. It is also noteworthy for occasional inter-
polations from a ms. of what I call an unabridged version of Hesychius:
perhaps the same ms. that provided the learned interpolations of vi (RS:
additional gloss ^vfi(f)opa), and of the three closely related mss. (which
80 The formvila aXXaxov is also found in xi47 and 136 (in the latter case aAAa;^ou yp.).
81 This is not restricted to one source only. Besides etymological additions (cf. dy, x5,
49, and in many marginal glosses which were clearly taken from the Lexicon of Pseudo-
Zonaras), there are readings which are restricted to some g-mss. (especially Par. gr. 2617,
which besides Cyrillus also contains Pseudo-Zonaras) but have no parallel in the four
mss. listed above.
82 The x-section is missing from three mss., while in the fourth (H) it has been replaced
from another ms. XY also lack the ^-section.
83 YQ omit 01 8 altogether.
84 Also by g, with the exception of a few mss. which have ^djSos.
85 ii omits the gloss altogether.
86 Also missing from V3 Q. X agrees here with RS in omitting dappaXicus and making
dapaaXeojs the lemma of the entry.
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properly belong to the g-recension), Madrit. Bibl. Univ. Z-22 No. 116;
Haun. 1968; and Messan. S. Salv. 167.^7
X is also useful, despite omissions {02, 15, 21 and part of 22) and
scribal errors, especially when in agreement with Z, serving as a check of
the readings of the archetype, since both mss. (XZ) seem to branch out
from near the top of the stemma (cf below) . Y despite its late age presents
a better and fuller text than Q, which is marred with omissions and arbi-
trary tampering with the text.^s
A careful analysis of all variants of the mss. shows a consistent agree-
ment of VI and v2 (especially in the number and size of entries) as
against V3, with the remaining or independent mss. splitting their alle-
giance between the two extremes. Indeed XYZi^ seem to side always
against vi v2, whenever the latter shows a "fixller" text as compared
to that of v3 and g. This extends also to entries where vi V2 find support
for their longer entries in some of the independent mss. (cf dii, 18;
^12, 13, 37). It is reasonable to assume that this agreement extended also
to the ^-section (now missing from all of these four mss.), where the
cases of disagreement between vi v2, on the one hand, and V3, on the
other, are more numerous.
The case of RSTUVVaW is more complicated. These mss. side with
VI v2 more often than not when these two groups disagree with V3 g.^^
It is not clear, however, whether these seven mss. emanated from one
and the same source. RSTU have a number of common errors that may
seem decisive in favor of a common exemplar, from which the progenitors
of the pairs RS and TU were copied. Note especially the reading rp6(/>iiJLov
(for Tpifxop^ov) in x84^° ^.nd x^^'Saio? (;)fi44), attested by all four mss.
One may also add the following readings which, although confined to
STU, may be considered as descending from the common source but
avoided by R under the influence of its second exemplar : daXaixi-rroXos
{6y), daaaovaaL (^25), ^ovdos (^15)5 x^'^H'^^ ^^^ X'^avt's (^25), ;^aA/ct^
87 On the interpolation of these three mss., cf, my article (above, note 57).
88 Thus i3 lists a number of 0-glosses before da, completely out of the alphabetical
order; it often adds (in an unnecessary and often illogical manner) such trivial words as
Xeyei, ypd<f>ei, Tiderai, Kal, simply for the sake of variation; it also joins unrelated entries
into one long period; finally, it rephrases and adds outside matter in the entries.
89 Cf. 011, XI, 14, 17, 18, 25, 33, 35, 41, 45, 155; cf. also |i2, 37; X30, 100, 107, 127,
128, 129, 133, 143, 144, where the addition is attested by all but one of the seven inde-
pendent mss. (W).
90 Other common errors are less decisive, because they are of an orthographic nature
:
cf. ^3 {QaXTToprj), x4 {kwixiiv), 35 {paryheoTepois) , etc.
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Cx^S)' KvXcjSeis (xi8), ;;^0olVos- (x^o)- ^^ the common traits one should
also add the inclusion by RSU of the alphabetical Homeric Lexicon,
published in part by V. de Marco, ^^ which is unattested from else-
where.
The view of a common exemplar h, however, confronted with a most
serious objection: How to explain the presence in TU of some additamenta
found also in vi v2 but absent from RS V3 (and furthermore from g) P'^
Their absence from RS cannot be explained as accident, ^^ because of
their number and extent and because of the fact that some of these are
found at the beginning or middle of the explanation. An examination of
these additamenta shows that they originated from marginal or supralinear
explanations added by the scribe or a subsequent reader of the archetype;
cf. x'^plrjv for )^apUaaav (x3^)j X^P^'-^ ipya^o/xevTjv for utto x^ipatv t,a)oav
(x6o), avcoOev kol KaTcodev efxero^ for cKKpiois Sia OTOfxaTos Kal yaarpos
(xiog), ^Tjaaei (actually written ^laaei) for rjxov to) CTrd/Ltccri ccTToreXei
(xi2i). The process of insertion of such marginal notes into the text
can be seen at work in 620, where the variant OapaaXecos, absent from
v3 YZQ, has ousted the original reading dappaXecos in RSX, but is
listed side by side by vi v2 TUVW; and furthermore in x^sS, where
the addition fxavrevofjieva (omitted by V3 RW) appears before TTpoXeyojxeva
in VI TUV but after it in v2 and S.94 The omission of x69 (omitted
by v3 RSVW but attested by g), of x72 (apparently a corrupt counter-
part of x7^)j ^^'^ of X156 '^ith the unintelligible lemma x^''"" (for
XpojTo) may be deliberate. For accidental omissions cf. above, note
93-
All in all, the hypothesis of a common ancestor for RSTU is, I believe,
more probable than a recourse to another split of the stemma, which
would presuppose that the elimination of the common errors of RSTU
further down in the stemma is due to emendation. A further comparison
of the readings of VW with those of RSTU shows that they are close to
TU, despite extensive correction helped by the use of a g-type ms. which
served as a second exemplar (cf above). For all these reasons I have
assigned a special siglum (V4) to all these mss.
91 Op. cit. (above, note 33).
92 Cf. x35 {koi x<iofjLa), 38 {xapir]v), 60 {x^polv ifyya^ofievTjv) , 72 (entire gloss, omitted by
T), 81 (Tplfprjfjia—(jipvYTOfievos) , 109 (avuidev—rJTOvv), 121 {^-qaaei, oiov), 156 (entire gloss).
93 Accident, however, cannot be altogether excluded; compare the omission of evoTrAot
in £14 by TU; the omission of 5i8 byRS, and quite possibly of the word daXdaaiov
in X35-
94 Cf. also j^o {irevixpccv) and 139 {xpva6(f>opa).
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The final stemma of the family can therefore be drawn as follows
:
V
How old is the recension ? On purely palaeographical grounds it must be
older than looo a.d., since some of our mss. (especially S) can be dated
around that year. I should like to suggest that the exact date is fixed by a
reference to the year 876, incorporated into a treatise of how to compute
the cycles ofthe sun and moon and preserved in the vi-mss. and in J.^^ This
evidence is corroborated by the acrostic of a short epigram which refers to
the reign of Basil, undoubtedly Basil I the Macedonian. ^6 Both the epigram
and the reference to the year 876 were transmitted to the various des-
cendants ofV together with the minor lexica and other material following,
and in a way supplementing, the Lexicon and thus forming a corpus, as
it were, which can be called the Cyrillean corpus. Since both the reference
to the year 876 and that to the emperor Basil are not found among
the minor lexica of the other extant recensions, we may safely, I believe,
consider them as indicating the date of the formation of the v-recension.
95 Cf. my articles cited above (notes 3, 17), and Rhet. Lex., 25-27.
96 This epigram in nine dodecasyllables -wixh the quadruple acrostic, ^Ev deov vOv
|
^aaiXevs
\
/SaaiAev'et
|
jSaatAeio?, was published by G. S. Mercati in Sttuii Bizantini e
Neoellenici 3, 1931, 294 f. Mercati was not sure, however, whether the epigram referred
to Basil I or Basil II, but would prefer the former.
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Appendix: The Text
The text of the sections on which the present study was based is given
below not in its pure form, i.e., in the form in which it presumably
appeared in the lost archetype of the recension, but with all subsequent
accretions as reflected in the text of vi.^'^ In order to distinguish, however,
the original from the extraneous matter, I have employed square brackets
for the latter. Corrupt readings have been retained in the text (unless
corrected in some of our mss.), whenever it was felt that this was the read-
ing of the archetype. Some of them have parallels in g or other recensions.
In a critical edition, however, these should be eliminated: here they
merely illustrate the state of the archetype.
For similar reasons, the critical apparatus is not confined to important
or true variants, but has been expanded to include all variant readings,
even trivial ones, so far as they illustrate the relationship of the mss. and
their families, regardless of their value for the recovery of the "original"
text. Accordingly, this is not a specimen editionis but an appendix or supple-
ment to the preceding discussion. Certain restrictions, however, have been
set, in order to eliminate the obvious or insignificant. Thus spelling errors
have not been listed for the most part, especially when occurring in
secondary mss. If they are widespread but of no significance for the rela-
tionships of the mss., they have been listed with the indication nonnulli
without further specification. All readings of Ba, Ka, Q, Va, 0a, <Ph and
the extravaganzas of Q have been eliminated entirely for obvious reasons.
The readings of I (and of A in the ^- and ;f-sections) have not been re-
corded for lack of collations. Parentheses have been used to indicate that
the reading of a ms. is not entirely identical with the reading recorded
but either presuppose it or has been derived from it.
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^PXl '^'^^ ^ aroiy^eiov
1. docKCJv: Opovwv, KadeSpaJv
2. OocKois: dpovoLS
Codd.: BCFGHJKLMNOPRSTVVJXYZrA0ASni:(Pii (Ba, Ka, Q., Va, <Pa, 0h
lectiones omisi)
1
.
Glossam om. Q dcoKcov O R daKuiv Kai Owkcov V3 R KadeSpcov nonnulli
2. Glossam om. X Y X3 dioKois O P
9'^ However, all additional glosses of individual mss. or subgroups, as well as the
etymological glosses of V3, have been entirely omitted.
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3. daXnwp'q : X^P^> hidyyaiSy ddXifiis
4. OaXXos: vdv to ddXXov Kvplcos Se o kXcxSos rrjs iXaias
5. OaXifiai: vepicrKeTrdaai, crvvTrjprjaai, Oepfxavai,
6. daXvalai: at rtSv KapTTWv UTrapxai
7. BaXafM-qTToXos : 6 irepl tov ddXafiov dvaaTpe<f)6fJLevos
8. OaXaTTOTTopel : nXeei Bloc daXdrTTjs
9. daXla: euco;^ta, repipis
10. OaXepov: aKfialov, vewrarov
1 1
. ddfi^os : [(f)6Pos,] e/CTrAiyfIS", dopv^os
12. ddfjLVos: ivXov aKavdcbhes, Xeyerai 8e ^dros
13. Oafjid: avvexios, ttvkvcos, SiT^ve/ccD?
14. Oajxivd: TTVKvd
15. daiTTj: davfjiaaT-q
16. 6aixit,ei: TTVKvd^ei,, avvextos ex^i
17. Oavarcbv: davdrov iin6vp.<x>v Xiyerai Se /cai o ocTTOKTevcov
18. davarojai: davdrov opeyofxdvots [t] aTTOKTeivei]
19. ddvoiev: aTToddvoiev
20. OappaXdcos : [dapaaXeios,] dvSpeicjs, evdapaws
21. ddppos : ddpaos
3. Glossam om. i2 daX-noprj vi (N) R S (T) U X, OaXirwpol F ddXipis om. J K L
0aAiToj pro ddXifiis M
4. Glossam om. P daXXos O P V Y i2; 0aAAo? cett. flceATroj ante ^aAAoj add.
J K L Se om. U V Y Z 6 ttjs iXalas kXccSos V3
5. TTepioKeTTdaai nonnuUi avvTTjp-qaai nonnulli, ovvrrjpiaat, B S P Oepfiavai om. U,
depfiavai compl. depfiSvai ante TTepiaKendaaL V3, ante avvnjpijoai V
6. Gloss, om. X T ^oAuaiai S Y J .^ ST i3, 0aAT?atat vi V2 T
7. BaXafiiTToXos VI R Z, OaXafiiiToXos (S) (T) U d om.B avaTp€<f>6[ievos vi /cat
<f)vXd.TTOiv. eiprjTai 8e napa to BdXeiv dfia add. W
8. daXdTTeis C F H T, daXdaa7]s A III!
9. ddXia VI Z evoxia vi
ID. daXaipov V3 (exc. i7) vedrarov (ve^rarov i7) vi V3 (exc. 77)
11. Gloss, om. VI A ^o^os om. V3 X Y Z ^
12. a/fai/fldSc? VI N Xeyerai 8e {km add. V3) ^dros V3 V: o Xeyerai pdros cett.
13. 0a/xa V22 T W Y i?, ddfia S U Z, davfia VI TrvKVcis ante oi^ve;^ai? V
14. dXXendXX-qXa add. W
15. Gloss, om. X A leg. flaijr^
16. Gloss, om. <P Q dafid^ei (O) P dyei {Xeyei S) pro e^ei V3
17. Gloss, om. V3 i3 d om J T dTroKT^vutv M T, diroKraivutv S W, dnoKTeivwv L
18. Gloss, om. LRSTYi7*i3 dpeyo^eVotj X Z, dpeyd/xevos O P V W
^
aTTOKTeivei om. V3 X Z, dnoKTeltn) U V W, diroKTeivovai (J) O P
19. Gloss, om. Q
20. Gloss om. VI dappaXecos om. R S X dapaaXecos om. V3 W V Z /2 evddpacos
nonnulli evOdpaios ante avSpeiois W
21. Gloss, om. VI X dapaaXeios pro ddpaos V3
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22. aaaaov: uccttov, Tovreariv Ta^^ajs
23. Odrepov: e/carepov, to ev tojv 8vo
24. ddrepov Oarepov: CTepov irepov
25. Bdcraovaai: anevSovaai
22. ddaaov nonnulli OajTov nonnulli, flarTovrej B G Tovreariv om. L R S V, rov-
riari V2 X Y raxecos om. V /cat Taxvrepov add. V3
23. Gloss, om. V2 (Karepov nonnulli fj ev pro to ev V3, to erepov W
24. Gloss, om. Y Q Oarepov bis B G Oarepov Oarepov F roJv 8vo ro ev add. R S
25. Oaaaovaai S (T) U, daoaoC Y i3. dapovoai {-aa B G) v i OTreuSouaa B G
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
[8
9
10
[II
12
13
^PXV "^^^ i CTTOIX^LOV
^alvo): in^doj, acopevco
^avdi^v: TJvppoeiSi]
^avdi^eaOai: Koa^eladai ras rpi^as
^evoavvrjv: ^ivrjv <f>i.Xiav
^eivoi: ol dno ^evqs (f>i\oi
^€vayu)v: 6 tovs ^ivov? dyojv, oSrjycJjv, ^€Voho\(x)V
^elvov : (f>i\ov
^eviav: Karaycoyiov, KardXvfia
^evit,ovaav : dXX6<f>vXov, d-qdr]
^eovTUs : fiaarl^ovTas]
^earov: wp,a\i(jp,lvov, [yeyAu/i/xeVoi']
^L(f)'qpets: ^i,<f)r](l)opovvT€s, [evo-rrXot]
Codd.: BCFGHJKLMNOPRSTUVWZrjeS/ir^^; XY carent (Ba, Ka, Q., Va, A
0a., <Ph omisi)
1. vqao) {vo-qacu E) V3
2. TTuppoeih-q VI R S Z i?, TTvpoeibrj V2 (T) U, rrvppoTjSi^ V31 S
4. ^evcDcwvrjv L V W
5. ^eivol VI V2 R S T U 01 ano ^evois vi J, ol and ^evias V W
6. fevayoiv 3 IJ Z 0, ^edyojv FAQ
7. Gloss, om. ielvov B G N P S T, ielvuiv C F H, ^eivov U A (f>lXoiv F H,
<j)i\6v U
8. Gloss, om. codd. exc. vi Z
9. Gloss, om. Q
10. ^eviiovaa FH (Q) d^X6<t>v\Xov vi, dXX6<f>t.Xov J (N) P W drjOr) FHRA03
11. Gloss, om. codd. exc. vi v2
12. ^eariov U ofMaXiofievov (vel d/x.) nonnulli yeyXvfuievov om. V3 W Z ^
13. ^i<f>ripoi O P ^i(f)ei(j)opovvres VI, ^i,(f>rj<f)opovvTas V3 evoirXoi om. V3 T U Z i2
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14. ^oavov : ayaXfia, ei8u)Xov, ^cuStov, avSpids
15. ^ovdos: $av66s
16. ^ovOd: ^av6d
17. ^V€i: Ypd<f>€r oOev Kal ^vafiaTa rd ypdfj,[j.aTa
18. ^vXi^ofjt,€V7) : ^vXa avXXdyovaa
19. ^vjXfJiaxoL: avp,iiaxot
20. ^vvwpts: avvtopls, ^vyq
21. ^u/ijSaiWt : CTUjLtjSaivei
22. ^vvdrifiaros : arjfjieiov
23. ^vviov: ^eviov
[24. ^vv€X(i>s: ctwexf^s]
25. ^varpa: xXccvls
26. ^vvidvai: avviivai, vorjaai,
27. ^vvovala: ovvovaia, /xi^t?
28. ^vvexios: avv€XOJ9, Sta ttuvtos
29. ^vvapiJLOCTas : avvapfioaas, avvdtjtas
30. ^vvojpiha: dpfxa e/c 8uo Ittttwv avve^evyfxevajv
3 1 . ^vvcopcSa : ^vyqv Kvpiois 8e iirl tGjv rjixiovwv. opevs ydp 6 -quiovos
[32. ^VVOpOV: KOLVOJVOv]
14. Gloss, om. V3 ^coSi'oi' F H R S U, ^oSt'ov B C G N avSpias N O''- P, avSpeias vi
S(T) V
15. Gloss, om. K L W f3 ^ov9os S T U Z, ^ovdos O P, ^avdos pro fouzo's K"* J
16. Gloss, om. T Q lemma om. 77 ^ovda vi N S 7^, ^ofJ^a Z, $ova9d O P
17. Gloss, om. T ^u^ei (S) (77) i^ <P yp<i<l>'n vi K*<= N Z 77 oij Trap' 'Onetpw post
ypd<j)ei. add. W ^voiiara yap rd {ydp rd om. 7^) ypd/ifiaTa V3
18. ^vXr)t,op,evr] VI
19. Gloss, om. P ^u/x/xax"'-' ovp,ij.axoi "vi M, ^vp,p,axol: au/x/xaxot J K S T, ^v[ifiaxei:
avp.p.ax'^t V22 K L
20. Gloss, om. V32 R T U Z i3 (cum 31 iunx. T U) ^vvopis vi avvwpls om. V31,
ovvopis VI T (ju^uy^ U
21. ^vfi^aivei V2 (exc. Ka O)
22. Gloss, om. V
23. ^vveiov VI V2. ^eiviov V ^eveiov V2
24. Gloss, om. codd. exc. vi
25. ^vGTpa VI V .Q: ^vrpa cett. x^a/xvs S (T) U leg. ^variSa: xXavlSa
27. Gloss, om. ^ avvovala om. K, ovvoaia B G
28. Gloss, om. P
29. Gloss, om. i2 ^uvap/xtoo-a?.* auj'ap/xoicraj nonnulli awa^as ante cruvap/i. J K L Z
30. ^vvcDpls Q dpp,a nonnulli avve^eyiJLevcov B C*'' G, avve^evypievov v2 (exc. N) V3
(exc. i;) S
31. Gloss. om.K N, cum. praec. conf. (lemmate om.) vi V W tp.i6v(ov (vel tfi.) vi
opeJ? nonnulli Iftiovos (vel i/x.) vi
32. Gloss, om. codd. exc. vi W"
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
[43
44
45
46
47
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^vvuiv: avvoiv
^varlSas: TTcpi^oXaia
^vvdopov: yajxeT-qv
^vfiTTOvqaai: avfjLvovrjaai
^vvia: Koiva Trpdyixara [q )(p-^iJ.aTa\
$vv€: avves, cckovgov
^vvd'qfiaTOs : <Jvv6rjp.aTOS' eart Se or][j.elov rj iTp6a<f>6€yfia hihofxevov inl
yviopiofiu) Twv oIk€iojv iv iroXepLO) t] erepa rivl eTnfiovXfj
^vvcphd: avvcpSd
^vvdaKos: cwyKcxOeSpos
^vvoSoKos : ievoSoxos
^varpa: <(;^)Aavi?]
^varlSa: Xctttov v(f)aafitt [t] Tre/aijSoAaiov]
^vafios: KV7]afx6s
^varos: tottos dveifxevos ddXrjTwv
^^coOev: encoder
33. Gloss, om. V22 i2 ^wcDv; ctiwcov nonnulli kvvwv pro avvcuv \^ /cotvcoi' add.W
35. ^vvovaiov S T
36. Gloss, om. K T ^vfiirovqaai.: ovixirovqoai nonnulli avvdpaadai add. W
37. ^vvia V W; leg. ^vvTq'ia rj xPW'^'ra om. V3 R Z i3
38. Gloss, om. v3
39. awdr]ij,a ante orjfieiov add. V2 arjfjLelav B C G SiSofievos A © erepa B G Z 77
Tivi om. V2 iin^ovXri nonnulli, imPovXel vi
40. fwtoSa O P V W: ^vvoSd L, ^vvdiSia Z, ^wuiSa cett. awwSd O P V W: avvoSa L,
owcoSia Z, ouvcoSa (ctwoSo J S) cett.
41. Gloss, om. V22 avvKadeSpos nonnulli
42. Gloss, om. W ^voSoKos vi J K*'' M, ^evoSoKOS V, ^woBokos W° fi
43. Gloss, om. codd. exc. vi Xavis F H, Xoarqs B C G
44. Gloss, cum praec. conf. lemmate omisso F H Jj irepipoXaiov om. codd. exc. vi V2
45. Kvtofios V2 (exc. J L) R V W, icvvofios J e^aidev add. F
46. dveifjLevov vi d^opiafievos pro dveip-evos V3 aflAtrtov C G*°
47. ^oiflcv VI K N Z, fwflev (levwflev 2;) V3 VW l^w V2 (exc. K) Q
^PXV "^^^ X OToi-)(^iov
[l.
-x^dhev: i^wprjaev rq fMereaxev]
2. ;^a^eTo: ai'e;^ctj/)et
Codd.: BCFGHJKLMNOPRSTUVWrJ/7r$ (Ba, Ka, Q.,Va, /I, *a, ^b omisi; non
habentXYZ(^)0S)
1. Gloss, om. V3 ;(aSev O P V W: x«SeV cett. excupiacv R S U
2. dvaxcopioeiev R
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3. )(d^€o: ava;^6tj/)et
4. \aiT7)v: TTjv KOfir^v rwv rpixajv
5. X"^^° TTjXe: avaxiopeL ixaKpdv
[6. XaLpov^Lfi: ttXtjOos yvcoaeajs ^ ao(f)las]
7. xaS^op,€vu) : dva)(OjpovvTi
8. xatpeiv <f)pa.aavT€s : aTTorafa/xevoi, Karayvovres
9. x^ipere: OappeiTe
10. ;faAeTTTyva? .* ayavaKTTjaa?
[11. j^aAeTTCOTC/DOS' .• SuCTKoAojTepos']
12. ^^ccAeCTt: rots' wu^^i
13. ;)^aA/ceojLt7jCTTCt»/3 : la\vp6<f)(jJVos
14. )(aX€TTT€i: KUKL^ei, [KaTaiTOvet]
15. x'^Xkls: Tj yXav^' e 1,80s opveov
16. )(^aXKOKopvarriv : ^uXko) 677X1^,6fxevov 7) Kpdvos e^ovTa x<^Xkovv
17. x^^AeTrcD?; SuaKoAco?, [Sua^^epcDs', /caKcus']
18. x^apiait,r]Xoi : [raTreivd^pove?,] raTreivot- ^ 8i(f)poL KoiXcoSeis [^ ol rd yq'Cva
(f)pOVOVVT€s]
[19. ^apLevvd: rj ivl yrjs KardKXicns' Kal to raTreivov kXivISiov -x^apLevvrj,
2o(f>OKXT]s AoXotpi]
20. ^aixaievvrjs: ^apLOKOiTog
21. ;(a/u.ai7reTei; TaTT€iva»
^
;^a/iat /cei/uevoj
3. Gloss, om. T x"^^''*' U 5 ava^coper vi U
4. /cc6/i7jv O P R S (T) U
5. x"?€'^''"'?^f N R S (T) (U), ;^a^€OTijAat vi t'^Ac yap ra fiUKpav add. W
6. Gloss, habet vi : cett. om.
7. Gloss, om. 2 x'^^'^H-^^^ ^ f" H, pfa^w/xevo? B G
8. KarayvcovTes vi (J) (K) N R S T U, aTroyvovre? V, aTToyvcSvTej (aTroyvcovai $) V3 W
9. ;(ai'peTat vi T, ;^aipovT€s J dappelrai vi (N) S T
ID. Gloss, om. T x"^"'^''"? "^^ R r" J 2"
11. Gloss, hab. VI V2: cett. om. p^aAaiTrorepos vi Suff/foAoTcpoj vi
12. ;;^aAT7<7iv V W, ;^otAeCTt M: leg. xaAaicrt rois om. V W 77
14. Gloss, om. V22 ;^aAe77Tei? J KaraTroi'er om. V3
15. x«AKif S T U, x<^Xic^s VI yAaul nonnulli, yAa^ F H, yXavs J K 7^ etSos opveov
ante ij yAaO^ V W
16. x^Xkov fa, xaXenu) D*° J M, ;^aA€77tuj V22 K L e;^a)VTa C F H 77, e;^^^ V2 (exc. L)
17. x"^"''''"'^S' R SvaxepoJs KaKOJS om. V3
18. x"M^'^'?^°' VI R S TaiT€iv6if>poves om. V3 8i(f>poKoiXa)Seisvi KoiXcuSrjs N R° W" 7^,
KuAcoSeis U, /ai»(AwSeis S, KvXcuSes T •^
—
(f>povovvT€s om. V3
19. Gloss, hab. vi; cett. om. ;(a/i,euva codd. KaraKXTjaig codd. exc. C kAivtjSi
codd. xap.evvrj codd. ao^oKXels codd. SoXdipei {oXdipei, F H) codd.
20. ;fa/i.at€uiTjj 7^, x<^i^^v\rqs V3 (exc. 7^), x"P-evvrjs S T (U) ;^a/id/cotTOj VI, x«M"'''^°''''°y
v3 (exc. 7^), x^tf^^t^xoLTrjs V W 7^
21. TaTretvcDv T 7^ J, TaTreivtuj L Keifievojv K (7^ J, /ceiTat L
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22. x^ixaiTVTTiibv : Twv ttoXvkoLtcjv avvovaiajv
23. \afX€Taipis : TTopvrj
24. ;^a/x.aiTU7r7^ : TTopvrj cc8o^os
25. ;^avSdv: [rjvoiyiJidvios ,] aTrAT^arajs', aOpoois, ^ojprjTiKcos
26. ;^avSov TTieiv: Kex^JvoTCos Kal aOpoojs TTieiv
27. X'^P'^'^'^VP^^^'"' ^'" ''"^^'^ avTcov xapaKTripcjv arjfxaivei
28. xapaK€s: UKavOaL Kal KciXafxoL
29. x^P^P^V •' ^^P-V <'^'^o"
30. ;^o:paSpat ; at vhpoppoav [;^€tjU.ap/3ot, Biaipiaei?, axicrfiara, pT^yfxara yrjs']
ol ixLKpol pvaK€s
[31. ;^ato?: o St^Aoi tt)v pajSSov]
[32. ;^apaS/)av: tov ;i^etju.a/)poi']
33. ;)^apaKa; ;^apa/caj;u,a, TT€pi(f>payfxa, [u7roar^piy/xa]
34. ^^apcoTTo? .* iTnxccprjS, ev6(f)6aXfj,os
35. Xdpv^hts : ^Oiqpiov avappo(f)ovv Trjv ddXaaaav /cai] ij dvamvop.€VTq OdXaaaa
vepl Tcc rdSeipa Kal ttolXiv paySaiorepcos iTravaarpe^ovaa' eip-qraL Se
[/cat ;^acT|Lia OaXdaaiov lXLy^\ /cat Trav to et? xao? /cat oXeOpov KaracTTCvv
22. TcDv TToAi) fMerexovTcov tGiv avvovaiGw pro tcuv ttoAuk. auv. V3 R ttoAukutwi' T U,
TToXvKolvCUV V W
23. x"M"''''fP'S' V22, xaiianiprfs ST, p^a/xairaipty VI V3 J R U™ V^'' (W), ;)(a/i,atTeTai/3i'?
KL(M)
24. Gloss, om. V3 (exc. P J) x^fiairvrrei, CFG H, p^a/iatruTTTj (R) T PzJ, ;(0(/xaiTi;7n7s
S U, xafiairvTris V W ^ aSofos R
25. ;)favSoi' VI KMNSTU -qvoiyfj-evajs om. V3, Tjvuy/ieVcus v i R S T U adpcoos v i
,
a^Ai'o)? pro adpoios v2 p^co/DtTi/ctu? J O R T, x^PW'^^'^'^^ B C G, x'^pio'Ti/ccD? F H
26. ;;^avSov Troieiv nonnulli ttoAu ante KexrjvoTcos add. V2 R S T U V W Ke;^ii»'OTa)s
F H, ;<e;(i;vdTOs' B C G Troietv \i F 2 einelv pro Trteti' V22 J, ei's Tretj'av K L
27- awdji' om. V22
28. aKavdai v2 B 77; a/cav0at cett.
29. Xolfif} VI (f>6opd pro AiJ/iij R
30. ;(apaS/3ai VI N vSpopoai vi J K M N, v8pop{p)oai R S (T) U V (W), vSpoplai V3
XeliMuppoi ante vS/s. S /cat ra KoiXuifiara {kvX.) pro ;^et'^a/D/5ot
—
y?;? V3 R W Siat-
peoeis—yv? om. S, axiofiara—yrjs om. T U V pvyfiara vi ^ 01 fiiKpoi pvaKes W,
^ fiiKpa pvaKia T
31. Gloss, hab. VI : cett. om. ;(atdj codd. SijAoi codd. exc. B
32. Gloss, hab. vi V2 (exc. L) : cett. om. x''^P"^P^^ ^i
33. ;^apaKO/ia VI s*" 3 inrooT'qpLyfia om. V3
34. X^POTTOS VI TW inixapis VI, TrepixapL? O (F)
35. Xdpv^Sis LOSU: Xdpv^Srjs vel Xapv^Srjs cett. 0r]piov—ddXaaaav Kal om. V3
dvap{p)o<f>C>v L O P V W, dvapo(f>a>v C F H (J) (K) (M) N (T) (U), dvap^wv B G R (S)
yd3r)pa R, yaSepa VI paySaiorepos {-pov B) vi, paySeorepcos R S T U, paySecurepajs
V W dvaaTp€<f>ovaa R /cat ;:^aCT/xa—lA^yf om. V3 flaAdcrertov ZAiyf om. R S fAiy^
scripsi : tAi^y^ V W, -rjXi^ v i V2, ijAu'^ T U kuI oXedpov om. V3 KaraoTTwvJ K (M)
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[36. ;^a/3ieCTcrai' ; ^(apiGaTa.T'qv, repTTvqv]
37. ^apia: ^ovvos, Gcopos
38. y^apUaaav: \x^P^W>\ X^P''^^'''^''"'!^} Tepwqv
39. xi^peiT]: reptfyOelrj, ev(f)pav9ei7j
40. x^piarripia: €V)(al iTTiviKioi, evxapiartav e;^ouaai
41. ;^aCT/xa; CT^^ta/xa, X"o?> [ctto/xoc aveojy/LieVov]
42. ;fauaii'a9; aprovs a.va(f)vpa6dvTas Kptdivovg ^ Xdyccva orrrd
43. Xepov^Lfj.: TrXfjOos yvcoaeojs rj ao(f>las x^^i-^
44. ;(et/3d7j^e9 ; irpaov, rjiiepov
45. ;fei/ad/c/XT^ra ; [;^ei/30770t7^Ta,] utto ;^ei/3aiv yeyXvfifieva rj Trepie^eafieva ^
/caT€i/)ya(TjU,eVa
46. ;^et/30Toyta : iKXoyrj ttuvtos S-qfiov [/cat TravTOtv /cupcoats']
47. ^eipctjcracr^ai : UTTora^ai
48. ^eiac: at KaraSuaei? tcDi' 6(f)€OJV /cat (fxjoXeoL
49. ;]^et/3d/u.aKTyDoi' : o Trapd 'Poi/Ltatoi? KaAetrat /xav'STjAiov
50. ;^eipd}/pa^ot' : avyL^oXaiov, ypafXfxaTiov XP^^^S opioXoyriTiKov
51. ;^etpe; to:? ^er/aa? Sut/ccS?
52. ;!^etpaiva^ ; rex^tT-qs
53. ;^et/Lte0Aov ; to ev ;^et/i,a»vt ytvo/xevov ev rat? pcD^i tcDv Sa/CTuAcuv toDv TroScDv
eA/cos
36. Gloss, hab. vi V2: cett. om. lemma om. M, ;(a/)iecrai' O P, x«/"'cff« L, x«P'e?
cett.
37. x«P'a VI, x«P'« P VW
38. Gloss, om. L ;(api€CTotv nonnulli X^P'T' O"^- ^3 R S, post Te/37r»^i' hab. B C G
Xotpi'evra pro xapir]v V W
39- X«/"'«' V3 N, x«P''?'' T
40. eTTiviKiois V3 evxccpioTelav vi (J) (K) S W, eu;fapKTT7^pion' V3
41. ;^oo? pro ;^aos VW ard/xa avewyfievov om. V3
42. ;(aiidvaj (vel p^aJova?) V3 R a.va<f>vpdivTa.s V3 Aa;(ava nonnulli
43. Glos. om. V W Xaipov^iiM r A em iviKoC 8i(j>doyyov, iiTl 8e ttXtiOwtikov Sia rov
l IcTTt 8e ante ttAtJ^os add. V32 •^ x'^''''^ ao<f>ias V3 R X'^P'S' pro x'^''"' V2
44- X^''P°V^^^ rS 4>, xaporjdes A , xeipojSoTjfle's 27, xctpoTyfleadv /7 -fjnepov nonnulli
45. x^'po'''/^'?''"''' V ^ X^'po^o''?'''" orn- V3 KaTTjpyaafieva vi N P W
46. x^'poToveta VI M cyfAoyi} VI (exc. B) roiJ Si^/iou R S /cat
—
Kvpcoais hab. vi V2:
cett. om. Kvpiwais vi
48. x^'a 'f«' X^'"' ^3 R 17 /caraSuat? vi kuI om. V3 ^coXaioi S (T) U, <f>oXeoi vi V3
(exc. i7) M N, <f>oXaioi R
49. xf'Po/^^'f'O'' VI TW o pajfialoi fiavSeiXiov Xiyovatv V3 fiavSeiXiov R S T,
HavSiXiov B C G V, /xavSi7Aio(s) U Sta to eKfidaaeiv ttjv vXrjv add. W
50. avfi^oXeov v i T U ypa/x/xaretov V3 R V W, ypafifidreiov M
51. Gloss, om. L n x«'P«' VI, (N) T {T) A S x«''P«s nonnulli
52. x^'p'^''^^ vel xetpdva^ codd. x"A»c€us add. V32
53. Toi (to V32) eV Toi x"/^'*'*" V3 V22 R yevd/xevov V3 R €v om. OP tcu pwf i vi v2
poft V I 77 tcS^ Sa/CTuAtuv om. V3 R tou TroSdj OP ^ aTTOKavfiara post cXkos
add. v3 B
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54. ^eLpiara: Seiva, KaKiara
55. )(elpiaTov: )(eLpova
56. xeSpoTTov : ooTrpiov
57. ;^eAus'.* KiOdpa
58. x^XwviSos : Tov aSov rrjg dvpas
59. )(€pixd8os : Xidov TrX-qpovvTos Trjv X^^P^
60. ;fepv^Tii'; Trevixpdv, \)(€palv ipya^oixevrjv,] oltto x^ipojv t^ayaav, \ipiovpy6v\
61. xeLfxappot: pvuKes, TTOTa[j,OL
62. x^ppovrjala yrj: rj els ddXaaoav eKvevovaa, rj ix'qre x^poos p-'^Te OdXaaaa,
dXXd TT€piKXvt,op.€VT] Kul filav ^xovoa Sie^oSov
63. xepoia: iprjp^La
64. \€vp,a: pevfxa
66. xevpLaTi: TTpo\OT\- rj e/c SeficSi' /cat dpiarepcbv e^ovaa OdXaaaav
[67. X^^''?'" ° 8L7jpr]p,€vos 6vv$ TOV /Sods"]
68. X'?^'?*' O""^^* om;^ jSoo? Koct TTpo^drov /cat atyds* Ae'yerat Se /cat to: tcDv
OaXaaoiujv KapKLVcov arop-ara x^Xai
69. X''?^^-' Ol'^^ /CTTJVOUS'
54. xf''P""'P« V x^lpova post KaKiara add. V, Kex^ipiafieva pro KaKiara W
55. Gloss, om. V W ;^ei'piaTpoi' F H, x^iplarpov B C G ;^et/3ajva vi S 7^
56. ;^eSpo7TOv S T U ;(e5po7Tov /cai ;^eSpoi/i (xepSoifi R) V3 R ra oanpia V3
57. Gloss, om. $ x^'Aus V: x^'^is vel x^AtV cett. 17 Kiddpa R
58. Gloss, om. <P x^Aoji'tSoy vi R S, ;(eAoviSas V3 aSou vel aSou codd.; leg. otJSot?
ra? dvpas V3 R T t'^s 6vpas tov aSov L
59. Gloss, om X^'P" nonnulli
60. x^P*^''"'*' V W: x^P^TTjv 2J, xepviTiv U J, x^pviTTfv cett. nevixpav om. R S, in finem
trans. V3
x^P'^'*' ^PV"^- om. V3 R S epiovpywv N R, ipiovpyos T x^'P''"'
yepSiav pro epiovpyov V3
61. Gloss, om. V32 ^ rpdyoi (cf. gl. 85) post TTOTafwi add. T U, x^'McV"" post TTorapioi
add. V
62. x^po'T'''" VI v2 R S T U x^P°*''"°'''" ^> x^P"*'""?'"'" "^ -^ ^'S' ^<^- (om. 17) vi ^^tc
Xepaos (om. 17) B U /X17 avcxoucra vi Sie^oSov (e^oSov 27) exovaa V3 R
64. x^^M" • p^vfia V I N P
65. xf'p<^oj; y^ VW
66. x^'^/*'"'''' U: xfi'^M'^f't cett. Trpoxo^ cum lemm. nonnulli Trpoxoai id, Trpoxo^j VW
Tj ante ets fl. om. P VW T
67. Gloss, om. VI V3, cum sequ. conf. v2 X'J^'V V W: x^Ai; cett.
68. X'jAij D M° V V32 : x^'A77 R F, XV^V cett. o SirjpTjfMevos ovv^ tov ^oos (cf. gl. 67) rj
ante c)7rAij add. V2 17 OTrAiy vi, ottA'^ nonnulli /cat aiyo? om. V3 R /cat ante ra
om . r* Tctom. v22id,i7proTct VI OaXaTTeiaywiT ra ffroyxara V22 x^'^at
RTTA
69. Gloss, om. v3 R S V W xvAtj M. leg. x^^A^
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70. xr)pa{Mot: 01 <j>oiXeol rdv 6r]pL(x)V, al KaraSvaeis touv o^eojv
71. xripcoaas: XVP*^^ idaas
[72. xqpu)?: -xripiiav ecccra?]
73- x^^H-^^^^' [x^f^V^°^>\ TCCTreivos, ofxaXos, taos
74. ;i^^a/u.aAors'.' [TaTreii^ois'i] X'^H-V^'^^^
75. x^"/*"^°''- ocadeves
76. ;f^t^ot; x^^f^i-voi
77. x^o^os' yv^
78. ;^^ovioiS'.* yqtvois
79. x^'-t'^s: ;]^^eCTtvos'
80. x^^^''^^' yriivos
81. x'-^P^' [Tpiiprjixa, aiTos veos (f>pvTT6fi€vos,] ardxvs veoyevrjs' t] ra i^
ooTrplcov dXevpa [^ /ccci aura: ra OCTTrpia]
82. ;ftS/5a ipiKrd: eV KpiOfjs vias (lis crefiiSaXis
83. ;^tAds': TpG(f>r) Ittttcvv
84. Xifxaipa: ro rpip.op(f)OV drjplov ivravda 8r]Xot, onep iv rfj Avklo, VTT'^pxev
70. x'7/'«M0?- o ^'«'Aco?Toi5o^ea>9 (tanturn!) V3 (^oAcot'vi, (^wAaioi N R S T U V tcSv
dr]piu)v, al KaraSvaeis om. R
71. Gloss, om. V2 V3 R ;(Tj/3a(7a? VW
72. Gloss, om. V3 J K L R S T XW"'?M V, xi?/''"? N U W, x'^/owc'" O P, x'Jpo? vi, leg.
X'Tjpioaas XVP^^'"' ^l M N U W
73. XKM'jAo? hab. VI V2; cett. om. x"/^'Adjvi o/xoAoj ante raTretvos i^^d laojom.
VI ^ acT^evT;? post lao? add. V W
74. Gloss, om. L O raTTeivotj hab. vi V2, cett. om. x"M'7Aorj om. V22 x^/^'Aoi?
VI J
75. Gloss, om. V W ;^0aAcoa pro x^a/ioAo'v V
I
76. x^'^ot T U V: x^'wi V2 W, x^l^ol vi S, x^'C'"*"' ^3 R x^V^^^^^ ^'j x^''"*'°*' ^ W
apyot axprjOTOi post x^eaivoi add. T U (W)
77. Gloss, om VI x^'»'*'os T U, x^ti^ws S
78. Gloss, om. J x^°^vois v2 R S T U V, x^owots vi
79. Gloss, om. v3 R X^V^°^ ^'
80. x^oivos S T U enlyeios add. W
81. Gloss, om. V32 leg. X'^P" rpiilnjfia—<f>pvTT6^ievos om. R S P J Tpiifiyjixa
OPT: Tpujiifia VI, Tpi<jiip.a cett. otVos nonnulli (f>piTT6fievos vi rami's vi
^ Kai—oanpia hab. vi V2, cett. om.
82. Gloss, om. K leg. ;^tSpa; epiKTci Kpldrjs V W, iyKpidy\s vi vios F H ci?
om. U o pro coy VI wairep V W ac/xiSaAi? vi, oefilSaXrjs S (T) U ij/xi-
(f>pvKTa yevo/Meva elra ijivyevra Kal /xera ravra iTTiaOevra TOVTeaTi ijivyivra. yivovrai Se
XiSpai Kal diTo a'nov post aefiiSaXis add. V W
83. x'Aoj r, x^^pos R, X'S/Joj S /cai iTTTrajv x°P'''« add. V3 (exc. /^)
84. Zi^ai>a V I J K M N S (T) U, XtfiaipavV (W), Xi>epav V3 rp6<f>iixov (R) (S) (T) U
XiKia VI N r
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85. ;^i)Lia/30t : rpdyoi
86. -j^iovcjOrioovraL : XainrpwdrjoovraL
87. "x^iyLaipa: alya aypia
88.
-x^ihpov: viov Kapnov
89. x^id: rj KardSvais tov 6<f>eoj?
[90. ^ftSaAeov: rv<j>X6v, dyapiov, Tre^pi/cco?]
91. )(^LTOiv: ioO-qs, IfjLCCTiov dvSpiKov
92. ;^Aaiva: x^ccfivs, x^avi?, x^'-H'^P'-^^^ Ifidriov TTOp<f>vpovv
[93. x^euTy: ^Aeuacr/xd?, ye'Aos]
94. ;^AtSa)cra: Tpv(f)(Jbaa, aTTaraXcooa
95. xAiS-^'.-rpuc^^
96. ;^AiSa)va; KoafMov rrepl tov rpdxrjXov t] ^pax^ova, o KaXeirai ^pax^oXiov
97. ;)(Aia^€CT^ai : yaarpii^eadai
98. ;^Aoa^€i; ^Xaardvei
99. X^^^S' XcTTTOS KOVLOprOS
100. x^^s- ^vaylafxara iirl veKpols [et? tows' rd<^ovs ;^€o/ieva]
101. ;^oetov; 7ra;!^u kvrepov
85. Gloss, om. V22; cum gl. 6i conf. T U x'W/'/'O' vi J K W, x^^l^oipoi F, x^tfJ-appoi S,
X-Happoi R ;^c/iapo?; rpayos V32
86. ;(ioi/o0T;(7ovTai v I (exc. B) V3 N° R*" S, ;(icoi'o0iy(7OVTai S T
87. X'/^^'P" (xHiOLipai B) VI atya (atyai B) vi O PR ai^ L, aty'V V3 dyplai B
Tj ev ;(€i/x6uvt rexOeiaa post aypia add. V3
x^t^^PP''^' oypla al^ et X'A'0"'/'«. aty'^ aypla
nepiavvq V W
88. leg. x'Spov
89. Gloss, om. V3 VW x^'« Q.P: X'" M' X'" '^^tt.
90. Gloss, hab. vi; cett. om. Tre<f>piKU)s codd.
91. Gloss, om. V22 V32 x'"''"'*' VJ T r" J, x'tw S eaff^s vi T U Ifiariov KT F
92. Gloss, om. V3 ;^AaiVa, ;^Aa/j.i)s /cai x^avi'j: ;(AatVa /xer Aeyerai to 7ra;^v /cai ;^i/x€piov
{(lipiov B) IfiaTLOV ;^Aa^i)s Se to Trap' rjfjLcov Xeyofievov kv/jLuvtiov ;^Aai'tj (xAav^j B C G) Se
TO (XTraAov Kat AeTTTOv {IfiaTiov add. F H) /cai Tpv<f>ep6w i ;^AaiVa N O U V ;(Aari'av
R 7Top<f)vpa x^p-^ptvov {Kai x^^P" R) Ip-o-Tiov R S
93. Gloss, hab. vi; cett. om. x^^*^^' codd. leg. yeXws
94. Gloss, om. VI ;^Ai8ci(7ats ; rpv^uioais, onaTaXuxyaig W
95. Gloss, om. VI X^'^^ R ^
96. ;(Ai8t»jva V I N, xAiSdi/a (;^A7jSc)fa 7^) V3 TpdxriXov rj om. W, sed supra lineam rj tov
TpdxrjXov add. tov om. R ^paxioXios F, PpaxioXrjv R S, ^paxiovos 0, ^paxioviov L,
ppaxioviov Kal ^paxioXiov W
98. xAcoa^ei VI
99. x^ovs VI M VW
100. ;^oas V22 L
:
;(da? cett. evayrjafiaTa v i N veKpouj R els
—
x^°M^'' o'^- ^3 -^ ^''
Tols Ta<f>ois S
101. xop'O" O P, leg. xoptov Tra^w O P, Ta^u W
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102. )(ov8plrr]v : ttuxv aefilSaXis yivo/xevT]
103. ;^ol/co?; yrjyev-qs, iK x^os, TTT^Atvo?
104. xuio^ievos : AuTTOu/ievo?, opyi^ofxevos
105. ;foi/3aSe?; TT€Tpu>v 6x601 t] e^oxoct
106. x°^' X^H'^'^''
107. ;^oi/3oypuAAios' : [a/D/co/LifS',] varpi^, ethos Xaywov
108. ;^oAe(Tai/i' av: opyiaOiqaojxai
109. ;^oAepa: [avto^ev /cat KarojOev efjieros, tJtovv] eKKpiais Sta aro/xaTO? »cai
yacTT/)os'
1 10. ;^;oAaSes; ei/Tepa
111. ;^ovSpot ccAcDv; Opojx^oL aXaros, ttuxv aXas
112. ;(0/)7^yia; SoCTi?, Trapo^''^
113. ;^o/30CTTaT7^s': ;(opoi; /caTa/3;^ajv
1 14. x°P''°^' ''"° KuXvixfia TO (Tvyyewoiixevov iv rfj KoiXia to is Pp€<f)€ai
115. x°P°^' kvkXos, aT€<l>avos
116. ^o^S"* I^^Tpov etprjTai Se Kat to x^H-^
117. xP^^^^s: fiiavas, pvTTCjoaas
118. ;^patcr/ieii'; ^OT^^eiv
119. ;^paiCT/i'^CTai : ^OTy^'^CTai
102. Gloss. om./7 p^ovSpi'-njv 27; xo»'Spi'Tovv3 R S (T) U, ;fovSpiTov V W x°*'^/"''''^»' vel
XpvhpiTOV VI V2 oe^iSoAis VI, cre/xijSotAij R, yevofMevT) R S U 27 $, yivofievjjs T
103. yT/yevijs nonnuUi 77-^Aivos tSv V3
104. x'uoA'^o? V W: ;^od/xevos cett. ipya^ofievos vi
106. Gloss, om. $ x°' F N T U x'^/xara V W
107. Gloss, om. U ap/co/ius om. V3 vaTpi.^ Z : otorpi^ vi L. FA oTcttpiIR (T) V,
o'oTpiy^ J K M, otarpvy^ V22, oiarpv^ S, olarpos W Aayou VVYPJ^ ^
Ix'i'os drjplov post Aay. add. V W
108. xoAe'crai/Aev R^", xoAeaai/te V3 R"" opyiad'^aujij.ai VI av post opy. add. O P
109. xoAepa LTVW, xoXepS. RSU avco^ev
—
ttouv om. V3 R S ifieros V2VW,
alfj-eros VI T (U) eirow V, TJyovv W Ixptots- J M N R, eKKprjais VI
1 10. x«A"Se? vel xoAaSes vi dpoji^oi post evrepa add. vi
111. xo>'SpiaAaiv S (T) \J r U, xovSptaXoiv R oAoiv nonnulli, aAd? V W Bpofi^oi cm
VI (cf. gloss, praec.) oAaros om. W, oAaros . . . oAas nonnulli
112. 5c6(7ts S, ScuCTi? R
113. xo/'0''«'''«<JpX'"'' ^
'
114. xop'o*' W: \opiov NT, x°P^''°^ ^3j X°P^^°^ (xopeiov B C G) cett. to KoXvftfia to
nepiexov iv ttj KOiXia to eix^piov {to efx^p. iv Trj koiX. 110) V3 R to eK tov ifi^pvov
post KoXvixfia add. VW avyyewwfievov V : ovyyevcofievov vel cwyyevofjievov cett.
Ppe<l>e(jiv V2 (exc. L) W
115. fierpov—x^f^"^ (.— gl. sequ.) add. V3
1 16. Gloss, om. V
1 1 7. pvTTwoas K O R T J
119. xp«'0'M*'''at VI N S ^o-qd^aai nonnulli
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120. -x^peixeTLaai : Kpd^ai ais tmros [^ avrl tov XaX-qaai etpTjTai]
121. ;^/3e//.7TTeTat ; [jS'^acret, olov]
"^x^^ "^V f^TopLari aTToreXei, TTTepverai
122. ;^/3€c6/Lievo? : ;^pai/ievos'
123. ;^p€cSv airoKOTTai: orav ra vtto tcov TrevqTcov a(f>aiped€VTa cc(f)€aiv Xd^tnaiv
124. xp€fJL€Tiaix6? : -q tcov Xttttcov (fxjovq
[125. ;^/)aiCT/u.ct>, expaicrfiov]
126. XPVI^'^' '^pS.yp.oc, ttXovtos, ovaia, X'^p.fxa
127. XPVH'^'''^^^^' oiTTOKpLverai, irpoXiyei, [TTpo<f)7)Tev€i rj Trpdacrei' xP'^P-oc yocp to
rrpdyixa]
128. ;;fp7^CT/xoSoTou/i.eva ; [jLtocvreuo/xeva,] TrpoXeyofxeva
129. XPV^H'°^'' ''^po(f>r]Telav , [KXr]86va, fiavreiav]
130. ^^/OT^cTTot; dyaOoL
131. XPV^'''V^' ° 8avel^wv Kal 8avei.l,6iX€vos
132. ;^p7^a^at; j^/Daa^ai, vpoa(f>epeadai
133. ;^pijU.7rTeTat ; [Tr/aoCT/cmrat,] TreAa^et, wpoaeyyt^ei
134. XP°°^ dadfjLTjv: tov acofiaTos iKopeadrjv
135. ;^/3U(TdTeu/CTOS' . e/c ;^pycrtou KaTeaKevacrjxevos
136. ;^pucn7Aa/caTOU ; xP^^^oto^ov
120. ;^pai/iteTiaai (J) K L M N R U, xp«'MC''"'70'«i O P S T Z", xP''7jLieTijaai vi ly
—
etprjTai
om. V3, V4
121. Gloss, om. K pfpe/ATTTeTai V: xpa'unrrerai B C G R S U, ;^pai/x7rTaiTai /", ;^paiyi7reTai
cett. /S^ffffei ofov om. V3 R SW /S^ffwei V : jSuaaei V2 F H, jStaaei B C G (T) Y U
oTov nonnuUi to pro raJ B C G O S jT •^ TTTepverat vi, -nTepeTai V3
122. Gloss, om. L ;fp6c<j/x.evos V22 W i7; p^peojati'os' cett. xP°f^^^°S R T U
123. txTTO pro UTTO V3 R S Xd^wat nonnulli
124. XP'^'^l^^"'''-^!^^^ VI V2 (T) U Tj <l>wvri TCOV tmrcov V3
125. Gloss, hab. vi v2; cett. om. atxpaiofiov O P, ex6pat.aij.6v vi
126.
;fp'^ju.a V I , N 7rpay/ta nonnulli ttAoutoj ante Trpay/xa vi dA/cT7 ;^/3uaiot; ante ojJat'a
add. V3 R owt'a om. V32 X-qp.fia nonnulli
127. XP'"?"'/^'"'''' -^^j XP'?"'/^"'''^' ^32 rrpo(f>riT€vei—rrpay^a om. V3W •^ 7rpo(^TjT€i;ei R S to
cm. S T U V xPVH-'^ Y°^P' 'J^pSyp'^a yap R
128. (lavTevoixeva om. V3 R W TTpoXey6p,€va ante /xavT. V2 S
129. xPV'^H-os V3 R S (T) U W irpo^-qTela V3 R S deo<j>aveia pro kAt^Sovc, fiavreiav
V3 R, •^ S'^Acoois W, KXrjScova v I , /cAijSova O P, /cAi'Sova S T V fiavreia S
130. xP'^t'Tov : ayafldi' V W eiriei/ceis ayaBoi V3 R oi evxp'rjoTOi post ayadoi add. J)
131. XPV'^'''^^ ^3 ° SavioTijs W Sai'i^aii' . . . Savi^oftevos nonnulli
132. XP'^'^6^'- O'^- ^i XP^'°'^"' '^3 OPV iTpoa<l>ipeadai ante xpaodai W 7rpo<f>4-
peodai N V
133. XP'M'"'^'''"' v3 O P T V W, XjO''7/^7''TeTat VI, xp'^^'TeTai N TrpooKvaTai om. V3 R Trpoa-
weAa^et T U, TrpoaireXaTaL V3 R iyyit,€i ante npoaicvaTai V
134- XP^°^ ^ ^j XP'^f -^j X°°S •^j XP^^^^P-V^ 'V 'V2, XP°<"^P-'')^ T U, xp^^f^ap-W ^ C^)
135. x/"^°''^''"^*"''''o^ V I , xpft'O'^'CTOj T xP^o'o*' W KaTaa/ceuaff/xcVo? nonnulli
136. xP'^o'tAa/cttTOu C F H N 77, XpiiC'AaKaTCO B G aAAaxot; y/3(a^CTat) Xpi'f'TjAa/cTOvadd.W
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137. )(pvadopov : xpvcr6^t,(f>ov
138. xpvadfjLTTVKas : xpvaoxccXtvovs
139. xP^^OTopevra : ^^puaoyAu^a
140. ;^/3UCTayyowTa : ariAjSovra, darpaTTTOVTa
141. XP^^'- o^^/^cc
142. ;^pct;To?; aiojxaTOS, ISeas
143. x'^^V^-' Kcxvfxevcjs, [a>s eTu;^€v]
144. ;^uSato?; eureAi^s', [aup^eros']
[145. ;^ySaioi: to ttXtjOos SeSijAoj/cev]
146. x^Xos: e/CTTtaa/ios
147. x^l^°^-' o'i'^^os' 7) TTrjyua vypov
148. x^P-^^- TT^pLp^draJV vypoJv
149. ;^aj/tia; viltiofxa yfjs, OTrep ol TroAe/xiot ev rat? TroXiopKiais elcodaai, irpoaxovv
rd T^ix'n
[150. x^PV^^' ^ocSiaoj, VTToaTpeifi(x)]
[151. J^Ot^tOV; TOTTOV]
152. p^ajpo?: TOTTO?
153. ;^cup^CTaTe: TrpoaSe^aade
154. x°Xa)TOLaiv: opyiXois
[155. ^cij/xaCTi; Tou? lepels tcov fiaraiujv]
137. XP'*"'^^P°^ ^22 R S
138. ;(puaa/Lt7ri/caj VI xpvaoxaXrivov^ S
139. xpvooTopvevTa (B) F H xP^^^P'^'i"^ post xpvo6y\v<f>a add. R S, pro xpvooyX. hab. V
140. ariAjSowTa VI txarpaTTTOi'Ta ante CTTi'AjSovra W
141. xpt^s R S U V: x/3"'? cett. eiSe'a add. L
142. Gloss, om. L t'Se'as om. V iSe'aj O P: ei'Se'a? cett.
143. ;(uSeiv R Kexv^evos B C G /7 oij lTii;(ev om. V3 W, ervxov V
144. ;tw5aioj nonntilli, xi^'Satoj (R) S (T) U eiJreATjs vi N T /7 ^ avpcfieros om. V3,
av(f>€pT6s VI TTavTrXrjdrjs pro avp<f>eT6s W
145. Gloss, om. V3 L R W ^'^Saiot V22 V: xi'Saiot cett.
146. Gloss, om. P d eK-maafios V3
147. Gloss, om. P oUXos L O V: oteAds cett. aAAa;^ou irrvfia vypov add. W
148. Gloss, om. W x^^MO" ^ TreA/xarcuv V2 (exc. M) C G, TeA^aroiv B F H
149. oTTep codd.; leg. (Lnep TToXepuKoi vi TToXvopKiais nonnulli TTpoax(JJv F H,
irpoaxovvra B G rei'^ei B C G S aAAa;fo£J etwdav TTpoaxovv to. relx'r] add. W
150. 151. om. V3 V4
152. x'^P°s VI N 6 TOTTos V3
153. Gloss, om. 2 x'^pi-'^'^'''^ '^^ V2i, X'^p'^aarat T, x'^piyaaa^ai i7 irpoaSe^aaBai
VI v3 (exc. J) V22 R S T W
154. Gloss, om. L x°Aa(TotCTiv W: xwAorotcri R, xwAoTOicriv V2 C (S) (T) U, xf^AdTroiaiv
BFGH
155. Gloss, om. V3 L W
Mark Naoumides igc
[156. ^cora: awfxa]
[157. ;^ajAa/3et; dopv^el]
[158. -x^cjpos: ;^at/3iov Kvirpioi ovtjv. StjXoi Se /cat tov aypov /cat ;^a)p7;Ti/cov]
156. Gloss, om. V3 L R S W x'^''" vel ^wra codd. ; leg. xpi^Ta
157. Gloss, hab. vi ; cett. om. dopv^el codd.
158. Gloss, hab. vi; cett. om. x^P°^ codd. koi Kv-npioi FH x'<'/""«°>' F H,
XOpiTlKOV B C G
